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Make the Connection

B

“If you’ve alway dreamed of a magical bond with animals, the ResqRanch holds the key, and wants to share it with you!”

y now 2021 is off and running. Hopefully
you’ve refined your goals for the year, and
are confidently on the way to completing
new resolutions. Here at the hospital we are
hunkering down to do the same. We are in the
process of building a new website, aspenparkvet.
com, we are using our CO2 laser for more surgeries with less bleeding and faster recoveries, and,
true to my promise to the community, the wait is
over and I am finally launching an online class!
As you may already know, I have been giving
my HORSES 101! free to the community for
nearly 10 years. Because of COVID we, like so
many others, have determined to make our event
into an online course. And for those of you wondering how this all came about in the first place,
here is the backstory.
Growing up poor, I loved animals, but without
funds to purchase purebreds or already-trained
animals, like many of you, I ended up with “rescues” with training problems. I spent money on
everything from books and seminars from well
known horse whispers, to even animal communicators. I was frustrated, felt lost, unsure of who to
listen to, and embarrassed. I had no confidence
that I knew what I was doing, and desperately
wanted to learn more so that I could experience a magical, fulfilling relationship with my
horse — without worrying about getting bucked
off, kicked, or smashed, and wondering if my
horse really loved me! I encountered lots of conflicting information and no real answers. None of
the suggestions felt “right.” But I kept trying, and
eventually ended up with a badly broken leg for
trying to ride a thoroughbred mare I bought at a
kill auction. That is when, stuck in a wheelchair
in terrible pain with nothing but time to consider what I did wrong, I happened upon a dolphin training manual that, as an aquatic animal
vet, was right up my alley. This book changed
my life. It changed how I handled my own animals and how I advised my clients. It opened my
eyes to the possibilities of what could easily be
achieved by understanding the principles of this
simple, scientifically-proven system of animal

Training so easy a kid can do it!
training, and applying it to horses. I continued
to study animal behavior, and then completed
the coursework needed to become a Professional
Animal Trainer. I went from not knowing if my
horse even loved me, to being able to run to the
end of an arena, call my horse to me, and have
her always reliably come right up to me, quickly
and eagerly, with complete mutual trust. I would
scramble on, often riding her with neither saddle
nor bridle, ready for any adventure!
So if that sounds magical to you, then please
join our class so I can share how easily you can
do it, too! Since it’s the first time doing it online,
we’re launching it as a condensed pilot as a
4-hour online event. The introductory course is
only the beginning of the full program, which
will be offered for $2500, and will help people
who love their horse like a part of the family to

improve how they care for and interact with their
horses. This full program will help solve health
and training problems, so they can enjoy a deeper
relationship than they ever thought possible, and
help the horse to outlive its expected lifespan.
You will learn how to train any horse, to do anything, by anyone.
The pilot program will be offered for only
$197, and will be required for anyone wanting to
volunteer to help retrain the horses in our care.
In return, you will learn the most scientifically
proven method for training any animal to do
anything, and it will most likely teach you something you didn’t know before and that you can
apply to all the relationships you have for the rest
of your life; it might even one day save your life.
You can’t put a price on that! This course is ideal
for any animal lover: young, old, experienced,

newbie, anyone can learn this simple system of
animal training.
So if you already know a lot, love horses and
want to learn more, know about training other
animals, or just love horses with all your heart
and wish to spend more time bonding with
them, please join us! Our horses need more
people to love and care for them, to help them
live their best lives, and in turn, help you live
your best life!
If this sounds magical to you, follow ResqRanch
on Facebook for details about joining the course.
Other ways to help include purchasing a 2021
ResqRanch calendar (available through the hospital), and/or please consider sponsoring one of
the horses in our sanctuary. Even a few dollars a
month helps us offer more educational programs
and in turn care for and rescue more animals.
Sponsor a horse today and get monthly updates
on their progress in our training programs. Call
us for details.
If you’ve alway dreamed of a magical bond
with animals, the ResqRanch holds the key, and
wants to share it with you!
Remember, at Aspen Park Vet Hospital, a portion of all proceeds goes towards supporting the
mission of the ResqRanch. We see horses, both in
the clinic and on housecalls, so if you are looking for a vet for your horse, please give us a call.
I’ve been practicing equine medicine for over 20
years, and I am here for all your equine health
and behavior issues
On that note, I’m DrQ, and along with Dr.
Tam and the Crew at Aspen Park Vet Hospital,
and the ResqRanch, we are here to help you have
the most magical relationship with animals that
you ever thought possible! Best wishes to you all
for meeting your goals for 2021!
Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located at
25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.
You can call the hospital at
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or
visit them at www.DrQandU.org.
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February beneficiary

To date, Your Mountain Connection has donated more than $118,000 to a local nonprofits.
Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection.
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

Every month in

Our March theme
is Pets

NOURISHMENT, SHELTER, COMPANIONSHIP, AND OTHER NEEDS
BY MARGO HAMILTON

D

id you click your ruby red slippers at
the stroke of midnight on New Year’s
Eve, hoping, wishing and praying that
COVID-19, lockdowns, economic recession,
job losses, hate, lies, slander, conspiracy theories, stock market bloodbaths, riots, fires, locust
attacks, global warming, cyclones, abuse, depression, fear and other dis-eases would completely
vanish at 12:01 am? Fables and folklore from long
ago seeded my baby-boomer brain to embrace a
bibbity-bobbity-boo lighthearted life plan. I’ve
lost track how many times that fabled plan has
slammed me against one wall after another until
I finally realized I needed to change not only my
life plan (obviously), but also how I think and
speak, perhaps the only two things we have
complete control of, but often challenging in the
midst of chaos.
Possessing a passion for words, I know firsthand that when it comes to communication,
most of us listen not to understand, but to
reply. A good communicator can relay a thought
with clarity as opposed to confusion. Through
effective communication, we can build bridges
with others and resolve tension, conflict, and
confusion. Without effective communication,
chaos ensues, relationships deteriorate, and
havoc reigns. An essential component in life
is communication; and therein lies the reason
Toastmasters International came to mind, a
nonprofit that was established in 1905.

Ralph Smedley created the Toastmaster’s concept, which was to strengthen the speaking skills
of young men, when he was the director of education at Illinois YMCA. He broadened the offering
to teach young men how to conduct meetings,
plan programs and become strong committee
members. In 2020, there were over 364,000
Toastmaster members in a span of 145 countries
and over 16,200 participating clubs worldwide.
Our very own Mountain Toastmasters Club
meets the second and fourth Mondays of every
month at 7:00pm, now on Zoom, but hopefully soon they will return to their meeting site
at Evergreen’s Church of the Hills located on
Buffalo Park Road (just off Hwy 73).
Elizabeth Harris, VP of Membership for
Mountain Toastmasters, has a passion for this
long lasting, skill-enhancing, people-connecting
nonprofit. “Toastmasters enhances our speaking skills as well as our listening and thinking
skills. It promotes self-actualization, enhances
leadership skills, and fosters human understanding.” That in and of itself could be 2021’s motto.
Elizabeth said everyone is welcome to visit, join
and even bring your speech-interested children
to the meetings. “Members as young as 18 can
join, but we welcome members to bring their
kids to occasional meetings if they are interested. Our members don’t fit into any one category. Some members are just beginning their
careers and others are retired,” Elizabeth reveals.
“Mountain Toastmasters welcomes people from
all backgrounds and interests. Each meeting
has a set agenda, and meetings last 90 minutes.
The goal is always to become a better and more
comfortable public speaker and leader of meetings. We are a small club, which provides lots
of opportunity to participate and overcome the
fear of public speaking and improve our leadership skills. Our guests participate too — if they
want to. We invite our guests to participate in
Table Topics. Table Topics is an opportunity to
deliver a brief impromptu speech. Our members
live in Bailey as well as Conifer and Evergreen.”

healthy relationships with kids, and within that
series we talk about an array of topics, including
self-harm, healthy relationships, allowing children to make decisions to experience the natural
or logical consequences. Heather maintains her
connect with Mount Evans Home Health Care
and Hospice, where she worked as a bereavement
counselor for 20 years and continues leading a
monthly support group for those who have lost
a loved one to suicide. She adds, “This has been
and remains a very warm and supportive group.”
For more information call 720-282-1164 or
visit their website at www.resilience1220.org.

stories are contributed by local residents
to inspire healthy living, happy families,
and community giving.

We’d love to hear what you have to say!
Email your story to
jeff@mtnconnection.com.
[ Deadline is the 16th of February.]

have seen an increase in loneliness, depression and anxiety. It’s
“Weimportant
to keep our community of young people connected.
— Heather Aberg, Resilience1220’s Executive Director ”
For more information about Mountain
Toastmasters, visit their website at www.
Mountaintoastmasters.com or you can contact Elizabeth at 720-985-6021 or elizabethharris2@aol.com.
Grief and despair hovered over us on a multitude of levels in 2020, and hopefully we’re starting to see a glimpse of hope; but feeling hopeless lingers and seemingly robs us of optimism.
Supportive and nurturing professional counselors grace our mountain communities with their
service, but money might be an issue.

Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice’s
professionally trained and licensed social workers
offer comprehensive emotional support services
concerning loss and illness issues. Individual
counseling, support and educational groups,
bereavement counseling, community educational
programs, and a summer camp for grieving children might be services you, your friend or family
member need. Many services, such as adult care,
have ceased due to COVID-19, and that loved one
is now your responsibility. Mount Evans offers a
monthly caregiver support group to address issues
caregivers face. There’s also a support group for
caregivers who are working or living with people
facing dementia and Alzheimer’s issues. I’ve lost
several friends and family members to COVID19, and I know firsthand how comforting and
nurturing Mount Evan’s Adult Grief Support
program is. Their loving and supporting staff, of
which Susan Conceicao, Bereavement Counselor
at Mount Evans, shares, “In spite of our need to
self-isolate, if we’re experiencing the loss of a
loved one, we are in need of a safe space to talk.
Our support and bereavement groups have continued throughout the COVID pandemic, and
for those who have lost a loved one and weren’t
with them when they passed or now have to
postpone memorial or funeral services, our support through virtual group meetings are more in
demand. Connectivity, even thru Zoom, is helping
people feel connected. They feel less alone, and
for people uncomfortable in Zooming, we offer
individual and ongoing support over the phone.
Some find it intimidating to reach out. We more
than understand. Our compassionate volunteers
offer check-in calls, which are also important and
provide our clients with a comfortable means of
creating a connection, and sharing thoughts and
feelings others are experiencing. Being in isolation

speaks to resilience, and we are here for anyone
who needs us, including those who have lost a
child, grandchild, niece or nephew. Our bereaved
parent support group offers love, compassion and
understanding.”
For more information, Susan Conceicao
can be reached at 303-674-6400.
COVID-19 created havoc with loss of jobs,
income, food, childcare, child support, disability
assistance and domestic violence, to name a few.
The Colorado Department of Human Services
pledge they are “people who help people” and
are comprised of five public-facing support
offices: Aging and Disability Services; Behavioral
Health; Children, Youth, and Family; Early
Childhood; and Economic Security. Their mission is “Together, we empower Coloradoans to
thrive.” The general contact telephone number
is 303-866-5700 and their email is cdhs_communications@state.co.us.

Younger people between the ages of 12 and
20 are also agonizing during this COVID-19 era,
and Resilience1220 offers this population free
confidential counseling. Their effective methods
and programs are impacting the youth of western Jefferson County, Clear Creek County, southern Gilpin County and Park County by raising
awareness of the social, emotional, and mental
health issues young people face. Their counselors’ vast knowledge and experience regarding mental-health issues young people face is
astounding, and their programs impart necessary
life skills; and by creating trust and compassion
with our younger population, they are helping
young people to learn the importance of creating lives based on wellness and resiliency. I’ve
known young people, as well as their families,
who have gained life-changing skill sets through
Resilience1220. Heather Aberg, Resilience1220’s
Executive Director, adds, “Due to isolation, we
have seen an increase in loneliness, depression
and anxiety. We have also created several virtual
groups to connect youth and adults during this
period of social distancing and isolation to give
them the opportunity to talk about difficult emotions as well as the important need to express
gratitude. It’s important to keep our community
of young people connected, so we are also hosting seven different groups that is inclusive of our
LGBTQ+ community, college-aged kids, as well
as groups for parents and caregivers. We are also
hosting Love and Logic series that provided positive parenting and teaching techniques to build

YES! Our March issue will focus on one of
our favorite subjects...Our Pets! We’d love
to include our reader’s fur babies, as well as
our own. Email your pics to Your Mountain
Connection via Marty Hallberg (news@
yourmtnconnection.com). We’ll print as
many as space permits in order as received.
Putting an end to bullying is on many of our
2021 wish lists, and due to the lure of cyberspace
to fill a void while in isolation, cyberbullying
has increased. No matter your age, when you’re
enraged and hidden behind a computer screen,
typing vile, mean, and hurtful words seemingly
comes with ease. Little thought is given to the
silent victims beyond your computer screen.
Cyberbullies can hide behind a mask of anonymity, but the emotional (even physical) pain
is not lessened and does unimaginable harm.
COVID-19 became a common bully that shrank
the globe, given that we were all faced with loss
of freedom, jobs, income and our very lives.
COVID-19 has temporarily denied us life as we
once knew it, and sadly has increased domestic
violence and child abuse. When kids are released
to go back into their classrooms, and adults
return to their offices, secrets of experienced rage
and abuse while in isolation might hide behind
smiling faces and fake comments such as, “I’m
okay.” Then there are the kids who were the
target of bullying. School Bullying Prevention
and Education Grant Program (BPEG) claims
in schools they researched, 37 percent of the
study body reported being the target of bullying
and 51 percent reported having witnessed bullying in 2017. BPEG is striving to implement
evidence-based bullying-prevention practices,
and they are seeking family and communities to
becoming involved with school bullying prevention strategies as well as adopting specific policies
concerning bullying education and prevention.
For more information, please contact BPEG at
Collins_A@cde.state.co.usIn
Bullying needs to be taken seriously, and if
you or a loved one have been or are being victimized by bullying, Together for Changes is a
Colorado nonprofit dedicated to the prevention
of bullying. Their mission is to educate and support youth sports clubs, schools and other organizations with the vision to see all children grow
up in a safe, kind and inclusive environment.
Their direct number is 720-722-3102 or you
can visit their website at friendscolorado.org.
In conclusion, 2021 has presented us with a
litany of needs: the need to pay our bills, put food
on the table, drink clean water, communicate and
grieve with one another, rebuild careers, find
safety within classrooms, homes and offices, and
quit using technological platforms to incite and
inflict fear and rage. Perhaps we can prioritize to
stop, reflect, and think how we speak and think,
and how we treat others and how we are treated
by others. Hopefully the few nonprofits noted in
this month’s column will make you realize how
to overcome being a victim, and have provided a
few ideas in how we can live a victorious life with
a little bit of help from our friends and the amazing nonprofits that are at the ready to help us!
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I’m Just Sayin’…
February 2021 Valentines Day
breath out, move on.
“Breath —in, Jimmy
”
Buffett
Jeff Smith owner/publisher
nd so, the second month of 2021 has
arrived. January sure went fast. It was a
very eventful month, but I will leave that
up to you to discuss among yourselves — civilly.
Valentines Day, or as I call it, Hallmark Day, is
here. It is a nice time to appreciate the one you
love. My anniversary is the day before Valentines
Day, so I get a double opportunity.
By now we have probably forgotten about
our New Year’s resolutions: exercise more, lose
weight, get organized, save money, etc. All good
intentions, but our lives seem so busy these days
it’s hard to pursue our resolutions. Don’t feel
guilty. Maybe next year. Just do the best you can
and, as Jimmy Buffett says, “Breath in, breath out,
move on.”
There are some excellent articles in this
month’s paper. We are blessed with very good
staff and freelance writers. Enjoy!
Most of our restaurants are open, albeit at 25%
occupancy. Get out and enjoy them and support
them when you can. Maybe soon they can extend
their capacity.

A

The Broncos – A disappointing season but not
unexpected. The new GM may bring a new attitude, and his priority seems to be the QB position, so it could be interesting. I still think Lock
can be the franchise guy. We’ll see.
College Football – No real surprises except
that the Iowa Hawks didn’t get to play their bowl
game due to COVID-19. A real shame for the
seniors.
College Basketball – The Big Ten is strong! Iowa
maintains its number 4 position in the country
and is going against Michigan as best team in the
Big Ten. Could be a fun rest of the year.
Nuggets – Finally they have hit their stride.
I had my doubts for a while, but they have too
much talent to not be a contender.
Avalanche – Looking good – very good. They
should be up for the cup this year. Go Avalanche!
Quackadilly says:
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness,
only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate,
only love can do that.”
— Martin Luther King Jr.

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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from the experts

Waiting on Perfection
BY DUANE REDFORD

“

If you’re new to the sport of fly fishing and you are not catching fish,
you’re probably not capturing the basics of the sport.

”

When it comes to fly fishfrom time to time. I would
ing, if you’re waiting on
jump into the batting cage
perfection, you’re going
and hit until my hands
to be waiting a long time.
bled. Unfortunately, in most
Fly fishing is like golf: you
cases, I was simply reinforcdon’t win it, you play it. You
ing bad habits that caused
participate in hopes that
the slump in the first place.
you continually get better.
Furthermore, I was develEach time out becomes an
oping brand–new lousy
opportunity to learn and
habits at the same time.
improve. You can improve
How in the world do you
everything from casting to
overcome that cycle? After
reading the water and the
going through it countless
insect identification each
times, it’s my opinion that
This young angler doesn’t have any bad habits yet.
time your boots get wet.
the best way to overcome
Funny how we develop them as we go.
The goal is to become proa slump is by going back to
ficient, better than proficient really, and the best the basics, recognizing the obvious, and exploitway to accomplish this goal is to spend time on ing the obscure. Sometimes this takes a qualified
the river. Quality time. I have been toting a fly eye watching what you are doing from a distance;
rod for the better part of four decades. I’ve been sometimes you can pull yourself out of the abyss.
blessed to fly fish many beautiful places. I feel as Either way, it takes a conscious effort.
if I have always walked away from the river better
If you’re new to the sport of fly fishing and you
than when I started. I want to improve every time are not catching fish, you’re probably not capturout. As a former college baseball player, and high ing the basics of the sport. It might be your drift,
school baseball and football coach of many, many it might be failure to recognize a fish eating your
years, I tried to instill the same thoughts in my offering, or maybe you’re not drifting the corplayers. Be better today than you were yesterday. rect offerings at the correct speed, direction, and
Find something to improve in your game through depth. There are certainly other factors that may
each experience, regardless of whether it’s practice be hindering your success, but typically, beginor a game. Each and every experience becomes a ners suffer from those basic maladies.
bonafide learning experience, an opportunity to
What to do? Keep fishing, hone the basics, fish
improve.
with somebody who’s better than you, plus be
Experience has always been the best teacher; better today than yesterday. And, Fear No Water!
however, if you keep making the same mistakes, Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing guide,
that mitigates the benefits. All you end up doing
author, national speaker, and signature
is reinforcing bad habits. I began playing basefly tyer for Montana Fly Company.
ball at the age of six, and continued through colduaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook
lege. I remember going through hitting slumps

The Sasquatch Chronicles
BY JIM MYERS

“

”

The main event happens at night, out in the forest.

I met someone this past week
the wee hours of the morning
who had quite a story to tell. It
he was awakened by something
was Daniel’s first time in our
pressing down on his ankles,
store, though he’d heard about
then moving up to his thighs,
us for some time before finally
his waist, his chest. He was commaking a visit himself. He loved
pletely frozen in terror, until he
the store and spent considerable
remembered that Mark had told
time in the museum.
them all before going out that
While he was taking the tour,
night, “If any of you freaks out,
my wife said that I should defiI’ll personally get up and haul
nitely ask him to tell me his
your a** of this mountain!” Not
story when he came out of the
wanting to test Mark’s resolve, he
museum. When I inquired about
literally forced himself to remain
his own experiences, he was eager
calm. Suddenly he remembered
What followed that he’d brought a lapis stone
to talk.
Daniel began his own research
with him to leave as a gift for
next was, in
into Sasquatch a number of
the Sasquatch. He reached into
his words, a
years ago, and somewhere in his
his pocket (still under his tarp),
research he came across Mark’s ( a
grabbed the stone, then stuck
life-changing
well-known Bigfoot researcher’s)
his arm out from under the tarp
experience.
website. I’ll add here that Mark
with the stone in his open palm.
(not his real name) is somewhat
Almost immediately, the stone
of a controversial figure in the Bigfoot commu- was snatched from his hand. What followed
nity, as his research techniques are considered next was, in his words, a life-changing experiunorthodox by some. In any case, Daniel began ence. His hand was cupped between two other
corresponding with Mark, which eventually led hands — above and below his hand — and gently
to his being invited to come to Washington to raised up, then his fingers were kissed. He said
the palms of the other hands felt as soft as deervisit Mark’s research location.
Daniel joined a group of 20 others who had skin gloves. Immediately, any fears he had were
also been invited to the location in the back replaced by a sense of warmth and well-being.
country of Washington. Mark has many years of He left his arm out of the tarp, hoping for another
experience interacting with a group of Sasquatch interaction, but nothing came.
In the morning, he discovered that every
in this remote area, and he’s apparently built a
deep level of trust with them. The main event person in the group had had some type of
happens at night, out in the forest. Everyone is encounter that night. Honestly, you just can’t
given a cot and a sleeping bag…and that’s it. No make this stuff up.
tents; just sleeping in the open on a cot. Now, I
confess that it would take some serious cojones
Come by and check out the store and museum
to sleep in the open where Sasquatch supposfor yourself! 149 Main Street in Bailey. Open
every day. You can contact us by writing to:
edly roam.
info@sasquatchoutpost.com
That night it was blowing rain, so they were
issued tarps to drape over their sleeping bags.
Daniel said that he drifted off into a fitful sleep,
covered completely by the tarp. Somewhere in

“

”
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from the experts

— EQUILANE LENDING, LLC —

— B U F FA L O PA R K D E N T I S T RY —

— HARRIS, TAX AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT —

Mortgage Rates and Housing Outlook

4 Ways to Improve
Your Oral Health

A New Look for Prosperity

BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT
How will the new administration
The housing market will stay
impact the housing and mortgage
strong! There are over 60 million
rates this year?
millennials projected as first-time
Janet Yellen used to be
homebuyers, and another 60 milthe Federal Reserve Board
lion behind them coming into
Chairperson. She is now back
age ranges where they will want
as the Treasury Secretary, so she
to buy. Demand will remain high.
signs the money that gets printed.
Supply for new construction
She tends to like spending prohomes was impacted last year
grams and will align more with
due to the pandemic shutdowns,
the current Fed Chair Jerome
which slowed new home invenPowell, who has been behind the
tory. Home prices will continue to
Fed buying programs that have
rise, and homes will sell quickly
been helping keep rates low.
This is a great with inventory at historic lows.
There has been a rise in gold,
This is a great time to buy.
time to buy.
silver and bitcoin prices since her
6% appreciation is projected for
appointment. Those fixed assets
6% appreciation 2021 across the US. Ask me for
are gaining in value compared to
a FREE report that can show the
is projected
the decreasing value of the dollar.
forecasted models on when the
That means goods or products
appreciation will cover the addifor 2021.
cost more to bring over to this
tional bid over asking price. It
country. That can lead to inflation, which is the could show that a potential $50K over asking
enemy of the bond market.
price is a reasonable thing to do to get that house!
History shows that as debt increases, interest
Rates will remain low, but there WILL be
rates decline. The stimulus packages initially times this year when rates increase intermittently.
create economic activity. When that wears off, Timing is everything! Don’t wait to act on that
payments have to be made on this debt (just like new purchase. You can afford to move up to that
when you buy a new truck), which leaves less higher-priced home when taking advantage of
money for other spending. That in turn slows the lower rates and using the proceeds from the
growth and the velocity of money, which drags sale of your current home.
the economy down. With inflation being presRefinances will remain strong this year. More
sured lower due to the increased national and people can take advantage of the higher values
personal debt, rates should remain low. In addi- and pull money out to help with debt built up
tion, the 10 million people out of work due to during the pandemic, pull funds needed for colthe pandemic should be able to come back to lege, home improvements or to invest at higher
work, help the supply chain, and keep inflation returns.
and prices low.
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Wanda Norge, Mortgage Consultant (NMLS: 280102), Certified Divorce Lending Professional
(CDLP). Equilane Lending, LLC (NMLS: 387869), 18 yrs exp, 23 yr Evergreen Resident,
Phone: 303-419-6568, loans@wandanorge.com, www.wandanorge.com

BY MELONY HARRIS

BY ALEX ROBERTS
With light at the end of this panhurt, or there was a big, obvidemic tunnel, anything we can
ous problem, it was addressed.
do to stay healthy is important.
Typically, this meant an involved,
Whether you are dragging your
often painful treatment. Today
feet on New Year’s resolutions, or
we have more sophisticated diagjust feel like 2021 still needs some
nostic methods that can detect
work to be an improvement on
problems early on. If your den2020, here are four simple tips to
tist told you a problem could
improve your oral health.
be fixed with a $200 filling or a
Floss your teeth. Now this
$4000 implant, which would you
is a surprise to hear, huh? If you
choose? If someone finds a trick
have ever in your life been to the
to winning one of those lotto
dentist, your dental hygienist has
jackpots, maybe spending a few
likely lectured you to floss more.
extra
thousand dollars isn’t a big
Anything we
You may remember a couple
deal, but for most of us, this is an
can do to
years ago when it was primetime
obvious choice. This is also why
news that flossing is not benefiwe take routine and thorough
stay healthy
cial. If you have ever flossed and
x-rays so we can catch problems
is important.
seen the things that come out
before they become big problems
from your gums even after an
that may ruin your week.
extremely thorough brushing job, you know that
Eating a Mindful Diet. What goes into our
flossing is important. Not only does it break up mouths during the day is largely driven by habit
the decay or gum-disease causing bacteria par- and convenience. Foods high in sugar and acid
ties, your family and friends will thank you for can wreak havoc on your teeth. A soda habit
improving your breath as well.
can resemble the damage from a meth habit in
Use an Electric Toothbrush. Yes, it is a worthy your mouth. I often tell my young patients that
investment and does really make a difference. I the bacteria in your mouth eat carbohydrates
always tell my patients that it’s not that you can’t and poop acid. Maybe an over-simplified way to
do a sufficient job with a manual toothbrush, but describe it, but it bluntly illustrates why we need
your chances are success are much higher if you to keep a clean mouth and think about what we
use an electric. If I told you a hint on how to win are putting in our bodies.
the lottery jackpot, you would probably listen,
We wish our mountain community a healthy
right? A Sonicare reportedly moves at 62,000 year and hope everyone is staying safe!
movements per minute and no matter how quick
you think you are, I would guess that you will
28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260
never be able to top this with a manual brush.
Evergreen, CO 80439
(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com
Routine Preventative Dental Visits. The way
teeth used to be treated was when something

“
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Welcome 2021! A year many of
growth. Social commerce has also
us have looked forward to with an
been the recipient of a boost in
eye towards prosperity, economic
viewership, which translates into
growth, and a healthy confidence
revenue as they focused on ad
in the vaccine. If you have investcontent. Instagram, Twitter and
ments you are probably wonderFacebook have become the go-to
ing what this year means to your
source for e-commerce shoppers.
portfolio; and if you don’t, you
While confidence did drop off
may be wondering how to start.
when the pandemic began, it has
Here are few things to think about
been on a continual rise; and with
in 2021.
consumer demand, housing starts
Consumer confidence, job
and a strong stock market, this
growth, and retail spending are all
trend should continue.
recovering. As the last six months
This is all to say we have to
of 2020 indicated, the advances
make
some assumptions for
Consumer
in technology platforms at com2021. We assume the vaccine
confidence, job
panies such as Amazon, Walmart,
will work, that the stimulus
and InstaCart fueled the at-home
will boost spending and
growth, and retail package
lives of many consumers. The
bring jobs back, that the new
spending are
adaptability of the American
year will put confidence back
consumer became evident when
into the global playground and
all recovering.
names such as Zoom, Door Dash,
that the markets will continue to
and Amazon Prime became household norms. bring dividends to personal portfolios. We also
Cancellation of travel plans, switching to working assume that as our work environments change,
from home, remote schools, “virtual” parties and as we begin sending our children back to school
graduations may have become our “new normal,” and we put 2020 in the rearview mirror, we will
but as 2021 progresses, we will probably not see a begin looking forward to what 2021 will bring.
return to our old normal but to a “hybrid normal.” The markets have reacted positively to the vacWith rising consumer demand, the business cine, airlines are projecting an 80% increase in
sector is also improving. According to the Business travel by mid-2021, technology experts predict
Confidence Index, business is already higher that a new boom will come from mobile apps
than levels seen in 2018 and 2019. Companies and cyber security, and we should see interest
that quickly pivoted to an e-commerce strategy rates remain low. The story for 2021 will be one
experienced significant year-over-year revenue of recovery, progress and growth.
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Melony Harris is a Certified Financial Planner, a Registered Investment Adviser and Member of
FINRA/SIPC. Her office is located at 7112 W Jefferson Ave. Suite 107, Lakewood, CO 80235.
www.wealthmanagementsimplified.com. She can be reached at 303-985-7654. Securities and
advisory services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network®, Member FINRA / SIPC, a
Registered Investment Adviser. General accounting, tax preparation, and payroll processing services
offered by Harris Tax & Wealth Management, PC are separate and unrelated to Commonwealth
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Is that Bird Healthy?

Colorado’s Section 5
Special Election Period

BY TIM TRISTAN, DVM DABVP R/A

Choosing the right bird for you
to on a daily basis. What time does
is always a challenge. Factors to
their day start? When does it end?
consider include the species, size,
What are they busy doing during
space requirements, social needs,
the day? All these questions give
behavioral needs, dietary requireyou a better idea of what your new
ments and life expectancy. There
bird is expecting when it comes
are many things to consider, but
into its new home.
one of the first things to deter3. Ask about the medical history.
mine is whether the bird you are
Has there ever been any outconsidering is healthy.
break of a disease or die-off in
Clients bring birds to us veterthe flock, and if so, what was the
inarians on a daily basis to evalucause and outcome? Has the flock
ate their health status. We have a
or bird you are considering been
How do you
30 – 60-minute window to evalutested for psittacosis, polyoma,
ate each individual and give our
determine whether or pachechos? Has it been DNA
medical opinion on their health…
tested? Has it seen a veterinarian?
a bird is healthy All these questions help you know
not always the easiest task. Birds’
natural response to strangers or
before you buy it? more about your potential family
potential predators is to act like
member before they come to their
they are the most healthy and strong bird in the forever home.
flock. So how do you determine whether a bird is
Finally and most importantly, evaluate the bird
healthy before you buy it? Here are a few tips that once it is comfortable and relaxed around you.
help veterinarians and will hopefully help you It should not be fluffed, its eyes should be open
before purchasing a new bird.
and bright, and it should be eager to interact.
1. Take your time.
Young birds should be curious and want to interWhen you are going to see a bird for the first act with you with a shy demeanor. Adult birds
time, don’t focus all your attention on the bird(s). should be cautious and ready to test any potenIf they feel they are the center of attention they tial “new member” of the flock. This may include
may be quiet, reserved and on their best behav- anything from testing its beak on your finger to
ior. Give it some time. Talk to the owner or watching your response to a dance routine they
breeder about the bird and focus your attention have mastered.
on them. While you are talking to them, keep
Once you have fully evaluated your potential
your eye on the bird and their response to your new bird, take it to your local avian veterinarian
interaction with the people they are familiar with for a final evaluation. Hopefully these tips will
on a daily basis.
help you add members to your flock that are
healthy and happy for years to come.
2. Ask about the flock.
It’s always a good idea to ask the seller what prob- Tim Tristan DVM DABVP R/A
lems, if any, they have had with their current birds Aquatics and Exotics Veterinary Services
or previous birds they have sold. In addition, ask Corpus Christi, TX
about the schedule that the birds are accustomed exoticvet@yahoo.com • 305-731-0125

To advertise with

BY DANA REGALADO
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Evergreen Animal Hospital • 32175 Castle Ct, Evergreen CO 80439 • (303) 674-4331
Evergreen Animal Hospital is open every day, excluding major holidays, for urgent care
and general practice needs. Hours: Monday – Friday 7 am – 7 pm, Sat – Sun 8 am – 5 pm.
Feel free to contact us anytime at 303-674-4331 or stop in for a tour and to meet our staff.

MOUNTAIN C O N N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

This January 1 – June 30, 2021,
the premium on time, the policy
The Medicare Access and CHIP
is renewed automatically from
Reauthorization Act (MACRA)
year to year. Policies often incur
of 2015 affects Coloradoans
an annual rate increase, which
who have or intend to enroll in
is communicated to the policyMedigap insurance plans. If you
holder each year in writing.
have or want a Medigap Plan in
Under MACRA, a Special
Colorado, this article is for you.
Enrollment Period (SEP) went
First, a brief review: Medigap
into effect January 1, 2021, that
plans (aka Medicare Supplement
affects Colorado residents curplans) are health insurance plans
rently enrolled in a Medigap Plan
issued by private companies and
C, standard Plan F, or high-dedesigned to cover the “gaps” in covductible Plan F. During this period,
erage left by traditional Medicare.
If you have or which ends June 30, 2021, you can
Beneficiaries who stick with origunenroll from your current policy
want a Medigap and enroll in a new Medicare supinal Medicare rather than electing
a Medicare Part C Advantage plan
Plan in Colorado, plement policy without being subjected to underwriting.
usually get a Medigap plan and a
this article is
This guarantee-issue period
separate PDP plan. Medigap plans
is
intended to provide some
offer standardized coverage. There
for you.
premium relief to policyholdare 11 plan types, identified by
letters A – N, and all plans of the same letter are ers in older plans that have rising premiums
identical in benefits. So, for example, one com- and shrinking member pools. So Plan F policy
pany’s Plan G has the same benefits as every other holders can, for instance, enroll in a Plan G with
company’s Plan G. With a Medigap plan you have either their current insurer OR a different insurer.
the freedom to choose any provider, nationwide, Those with a high-deductible Plan F can enroll in
who accepts original Medicare. Medigap plans do a high-deductible Plan G, similarly. Plan C polinot limit coverage to a network of physicians or cyholders can enroll in a Plan D with either their
hospitals, and they do not require a referral to see current insurer OR a different insurer.
a specialist.
Who doesn’t qualify for this SEP? Those who
With the exception of special circumstances became newly eligible for Medicare on or after
that initiate a Special Election Period, it is only January 1, 2020. Colorado’s SEP does not apply
when you first become eligible for Medicare if you are enrolled in Medigap policies other than
benefits, and the six-month period following Plan C, Plan F, or a high-deductible Plan F. If
your 65th birthday, when you have a guaranteed you’d like to learn more about enrolling in a difissue for a Medigap plan, meaning the insur- ferent plan during this SEP, please give us a call!
ance company cannot consider your medical
Ed and Dana Regalado are certified brokers.
history or any pre-existing conditions. There is
Their office is located at 27945 Meadow Drive,
no annual Medigap open enrollment period. You
Evergreen, CO 80439. They can be reached at
can purchase Medigap coverage any time, sub303-674-1945 or send an email to:
edregalado46@gmail.com.
ject to underwriting approval. Medigap plans
are guaranteed renewable — as long as you pay

”
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303-674-3701
Cover art by Amy Love • amylovedesigns@gmail.com
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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from the experts

— M O U N T E VA N S H O M E H E A LT H C A R E & H O S P I C E —

YOU’RE INVITED TO
JOIN THE PARTY!
BY BETSY HAYS

T

here will be a silent and live auction, sharing the memories of years of caring for
our community and the music of Tunisia.
The silent auction preview is already live, and
new items are added weekly. Even if you cannot
attend, you can purchase auction items, and
your purchase will support our mission.
The ticket price for our Birthday Gala in a Box
is just $40. For $40 each attendee will receive a
box full of party supplies: a small bottle of wine
from Creekside Cellars Winery, commemorative
glass, dessert, party favors and more. Tickets
are on sale now; visit MountEvans.org for
more information to get signed up. Our goal
is to celebrate and raise money to support the
continued level of excellence delivered to you,
your friends and your neighbors when in-home
care is required.
Why is your participation important to our
community? Last year, Mount Evans conducted
over 25,000 patient visits across a FOUR-county
service area, regardless of the ability to pay.
There is a good chance someone near you has
received our services. There is a good chance
that at some point, YOU will need our services.
The trained clinical care team at Mount Evans
will arrive whenever needed and wherever
needed. Excellence in care is what we deliver.

No Worries!

For forty years it has been our honor to travel
to homes in the foothills of Colorado, providing extraordinary care, love and support to our
neighbors and friends as they face their greatest
challenges.
Join us!

Shop Local!
285 Pizza Pies

Gaia’s Remedy

All-Phase
Plumbing & Heating

Grant Automotive

303-838-7204

Aspen Park Vet
855-377-2638

Big O Tires
Evergreen

303-526-1100

The Bistro

303-674-7670

Buffalo Park
Dentistry

303-674-7741

Castles & Kitchens

castlesandkitchens.com
Betsy Hays is the Director of Resource
Development and Fundraising at Mount
Evans Home Health Care & Hospice.
She can be reached at (303) 674-6400
or bhays@mtevans.org

— HOME PRO LLC —

The Devil is in the Details
BY MIKE IDDINGS

of the best ways to avoid the difference in perspectives
“One
is to go over every line item in the contract, in detail.
”

I think one of the most difficult
smoother the job will go overparts of a remodel is the assumpall. As the homeowner, paying
tions made by either party without
good money for the work to be
clarification. I often am compliperformed, you have the right
mented on the detail of my estito know what will be done and
mates and how I describe what
how. To avoid possible disapis included in each line item, i.e.
pointments, let the contractor
demo, framing, tile work etc. As
know what you are envisioning.
hard as I try to cross every “t” and
If you have trouble describing
dot every “i,” customers can still
your vision of what you expect,
interpret my words different than
or if you do not know the
how I intended them.
proper construction terminolI am very versed in construction
ogy, provide pictures. It is easy
nomenclature so, when I write an
to Google “shower cubby holes”
The more items and then hit “images”. Then you
estimate, I use the proper terms
to describe what we will do and
that are discussed can print that picture and hand
what can be expected of us. Some
it to the contractor. This should
on the front end make your expectation perfectly
homeowners may think they have
a basic understanding of construcclear. Be prepared, however:
of a project,
tion; however, if their experiences
if your previous conversation
in detail, the
and mine are not the same, we may
painted a different picture for
have a crossed wire from day one.
contractor, there will probsmoother the job the
I think one of the best ways to
ably be a change to the price.
will go overall.
avoid the difference in perspectives
That’s why I recommend prois to go over every line item in the
viding this information before
contract, in detail. Even if the homeowner has the estimate is produced.
some construction experience, it may be differBeing on the same page has to be one of the
ent from the general contractor’s experiences, most important ingredients of a successful conwhich may create conflicting expectations.
struction project. Some of the conversations may
In my opinion, the more items that are dis- be difficult ones, but I think clarifying things
cussed on the front end of a project, in detail, the along the way is good business for both parties.

“

”

Did you miss something in a past issue of Your Mountain Connection? Want to
revisit an article or featured artist? Not a problem! You can now download full
versions of our past issues on our web site at: yourmtnconnection.com.
We will have the current issue and four back issues available. Enjoy...again!

Aspen Park • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen • Kittredge • Pine

303-838-5354

On behalf of Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice I would
like to personally invite you to join our annual gala celebration
at the end of February. Yes, it will be virtual. Yes, you can attend
from home in a fancy outfit or your pajamas. Yes, it will be a fun
fundraiser in celebration of the 40 years of service by Mount Evans
to our mountain community. Yes, it will be less than 90 minutes
long. And yes, we would be honored to have you attend.
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Colorado Furniture
303-838-4669

Creative Interiors
Design

303-674-6139
303-697-0225

Harris Tax and Wealth
Management
303-985-7674

Home Pro

303-809-3558

IREA

www.IREA.coop

Meadow Creek
Design Studio
303-953-1681

Mount Evans Home
Health Care & Hospice
303-674-6400

Mountain Parks
Veterinary Hospital
303-674-3156

303-758-5800

Mountain Wood
Designs

Delwood Square
Liquors

On the Move Fitness

Equilane Lending

River Canyon Gallery

Evergreen
Animal Hospital

Rocky Mountain
Music Exchange

Evergreen Crafters

Rolling Ridge
Deck & Home

303-838-0484
303-419-6568

303-674-4331
303-674-3153

Evergreen
Health Insurance
303-674-1945

Evergreen
Memorial Park
303-674-7750

Fly Fishing Guide
duaneredford.com

515-314-9122
303-816-1426
303-838-2950

303-670-1500

303-670-4919

Sasquatch Outpost
and Museum

sasquatchoutpost.com

Sunrise Solutions
303-816-6337

Village Gourmet
303-670-0717

WATCH FOR MORE REMODELING INFORMATION IN UPCOMING ISSUES.
Mike Iddings, Craftsman/Contractor/Real Estate Agent/Inventor
Home Pro LLC • 303-809-3558 • www.remodelingevergreen.com • Facebook: Home Pro Construction
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Aspen Park • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen • Kittredge • Pine

Aspen Park • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen • Kittredge • Pine

Locals

Love you More!!

Shop and Dine Local!

Support our local businesses...
MOUNTAIN C O N N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
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Poet ’s corner

Dear Life

Love

Why Is It?

BY AYLA DIAMOND

BY NICOLA CACCAVALE-MCCRAY

BY CHARLES MONLEZUN

Dear Life,
I’ve held you,
Been lost in you,
Rolled within your soil.
I was a girl of wild thoughts,
tamed by your gentle breeze.
You taught me to love unashamedly,
To give my whole heart,
To get back up to try once again,
And these are the very things
my soul will always hold onto.
Ayla Diamond is a Florida-born,
Colorado-raised poet! She’s been writing
for as long as she can remember, and
likes to not only use writing as an outlet
on this beautiful journey of life, but as a
way to connect to others and let everyone
know that they are truly not alone. She
writes with the hope to inspire all.
Facebook.com/ayladiamond
Twitter.com/askayladiamond
TikTok: @ayla_diamond

Love
Love is a fickle creature
taking many forms with
no defining feature.
Unbridled, unconditional,
passionate, untraditional,
unnamed, undefined,
unplanned, untimed.
Red hot,
fever pitch,
slow burn,
secret wish.
Nicola Caccavale is originally from Chicago. She
attended college in Heidelberg, Germany and
loves to travel. When Nicola is not songwriting
or poetry writing she is dancing or spending
time in nature. She is excited to have her poetry
published in Your Mountain Connection.

Why is it
That the flatlander
Seeks the peaks,
That the child of the rural fields
Seeks the city streets?

Why is it
That I, this man so satisfied,
Seeks the otherwise,
That this child of the within
Seeks the outer side?

Why is it
That he who lives on the lands locked
Seeks the shores,
That the child of the open air
Seeks closed doors?

Is it because
seeking and dreaming
is the human way,
That the status quo
is a no-no,
That change is the only constant thing,
That as long as humans can see birds fly,
There will be dreams of wind
Beneath our wings?

Why is it
That the forest dweller
Seeks the sands,
That the child of the blue sea
Seeks the dry lands?
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Inside Love
SONG LYRIC BY JEFF SMITH

Y

our Mountain Connection recognizes the talent and creativity
of our mountain neighbors. Each month we invite local
artists, photographers, poets, and writers to submit their work
for consideration in Your Mountain Connection. We will choose
submissions that best fit our monthly theme to be featured on our
cover with a small recognition article inside the paper. We also might
include a small feature article inside the paper, space providing. We
look forward to each and every submission...thank you!

I think of you on Sunday nights
When I’m alone and things aren’t right
In fantasies I hold you tight,
You’re on my mind

And in a crowd each face is you
You’re there no matter what I do
But fate plays cruel games it seems
I’ll never have what’s in my dreams

I dream of you when the rain comes down
When thunder covers up the sound
Of my heart wanting you around
You pass the time

So in my mind I play a game
That some day you will feel the same
As I do and you’ll run to me
And let this love inside me free,
This love inside

Every month in

Blanche
and Pokey
www.oneandonlybears.com

stories are contributed by local residents to inspire
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.

February Cover Artist
Michelle Lamb

EVERGREEN LAKE

Whether I’ve been blessed with talent or cursed with
“
obsession, I am grateful for having my energy driven towards
constant learning and teaching and creating art.
”
— Michelle Lamb
Mrs. Fish’s Bait Shop

Mermaid Fishwife

Tragicomedy

M

ichelle is a multi-disciplinary artist who
creates several types of art, from sculpting small buttons molded for manufacturing, to a 41' wide x 7' tall outdoor public
art mural. She’s crafted a life-size carousel horse
from scratch, does soft sculptures, as seen on
this month’s cover, and assemblages — upcycling
highly manipulated found objects.
Michelle’s “softer side” can be seen at “One
& Only” Bears (www.oneandonlybears.com),
which came to life in February of 2000 after
several years of making “craft” quality bears
and eventually self-learning what constitutes an
“artist” quality bear. Her individually designed
creations have their own unique personality, due
to time-consuming needle- and scissor-sculpting
eliciting strong sentimental connections.

As “yin” to Michelle’s softer “yang” are her creative assemblage sculptures using hard metals,
rigid woods, and cold glass, and they can vary
from whimsical to industrial. She describes this
art form as: “Strategically arranging found objects
and allowing a specifically determined amount
of original patina, shape, texture, or inherent
iconography to provide the plot for my story.
Objects themselves are characters with their own
history prior to manipulating or deconstructing them and making ‘trash into treasure’ is an
alchemy more noble than ethically recycling.
Being a multi-disciplinary artist fuels the fire for
learning and reinvention, and this diverse versatility continually freshens creativity.”

www.oneandonlybears.com • www.artistmichellelamb.com
Currently a member of CORE New Art Space: 900 Santa Fe Dr. Denver, CO
For a virtual tour of the gallery go to: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=nFeY2JkGuqV

MOUNTAIN C O N N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

BY GARY LOFFLER

F
Our March theme
is Pets!

We’d love to hear what you have to say!
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
[ Deadline is the 16th of Month.]
Photo of Jasmine by Amy Johnson
Muddy Paws Photography • www.muddypawsphotos.com
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

or many Evergreen residents, skating the
lake is a yearly event. As winter sets in
and the weather turns cold, people start
getting their skates and ice fishing gear ready.
Even though the ice fishers hit the lake just as
soon as it freezes over, the Parks and Recreation
Department must wait until the ice is at least 12
inches thick for skaters and 16 inches before they
allow the Zamboni on the lake. Some 8.5 acres of
skating is available, including a large public skating area and multiple hockey or broomball rinks.
Evergreen Lake holds the world’s record for the
largest Zamboni-groomed outdoor ice rink, and it
may be one of the most picturesque as well.
Charles Vail started the process of creating the
Evergreen dam and the lake in 1914. Five years
later, in 1919, most of the 420 acres owned by the
Dedisse family was acquired by condemnation,
and by 1928 construction was completed. Ice
skating on the lake followed shortly thereafter.
Before Denver University built their indoor
rink, the Denver Figure Skating Club would use
Evergreen Lake for training. Around the same
time, a 9-hole golf course was laid out that would

eventually be expanded to 18 holes. When the
Sidles family deeded the golf course to Denver,
it was with the proviso that it always be a golf
course.
Ice skating and hockey will look a little different this winter, but Evergreen Park and Recreation
District (EPRD) is working with Jefferson County
Public Health to make sure a safe experience is
provided for all visitors, residents, and employees. There will be smaller individual rinks this
year limited to 10 people per rink. You must
maintain 6 feet of distance between households.
Every other rink will be utilized, with staggered
times to abide by health orders to maintain 50
feet between groups. Masks are required! Tickets
will be sold up to seven days in advance by time
slots — online only. No walk-up ticket sales. Skate
rentals will be available outside ONLY and there
will be no inside access to Evergreen Lake House.
For up-to-date information visit the EPRD
website at www.evergreenrecreation.com.
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connection to the past
Lands that include the current Elk Meadow
“
Park, and areas east of Highway #74, including
the land now occupied by the Hiwan Museum
and many others, were once owned by the
Union Pacific Railroad Company.

”

Thomas and Judith Bergen

Charles Kittredge

George Morrison

Mine Shop Building near entrance to Wah Keeney Park

WHAT’S IN A NAME?

A Skeptic’s View

ELAINE HAYDEN — EMAHS

When driving through the
mountain area, it is not uncommon
to come upon place names
that provoke curiosity as to the
origins of these names. Towns like
Morrison, Idledale, Kittredge, and
Bergen Park are accepted as longestablished communities; but what
about street names like Skunk Alley
and Fara Way or neighborhoods like
Wah Keeney Park?

I

n local parlance, when one describes their
neighborhood, the names of Greenwood,
Circle K, and Evergreen Meadows are recognizable by most in the Evergreen area as having
been platted for residential development. The
provenance of place names of streets, neighborhoods, and surrounding municipalities is
an entertaining discovery. Public records and
recorded history are available for the towns of
Morrison, Kittredge, Idledale, and Bergen Park
and chronicle the growth of these areas, many
of which catered to the Denver Mountain Park
system by offering short routes into the Denver
foothills.
Originally lured to the gold fields of Colorado
and finding no success there, George Morrison
moved to Mt. Vernon and eventually to the current Morrison area where he established a building materials business, The Morrison Stone,
Lime, and Town Company, and built a home in
the mid 1870s. This house remains today in the
town of Morrison at 115 Stone St. and is named
The Cliff House. Upon filing a plat for the town,
Morrison was happy to collaborate with John
Walker, David Moffat, John Evans, and others
in promoting the area as a railroad terminus and
destination for tourists. Located within or near
the town are the historic sites of the Civilian
Conservation Corps camp that housed those who
built the Red Rocks Amphitheatre, the nearby
Dinosaur Ridge National Landmark, and many
homes that were built in Morrison’s early years.

As apropos, Morrison
areas, less well-known
was rewarded with
areas such as Wah
this town being named
Keeney Park play a
in his honor.
large role in the history
What has become
of Evergreen area. As
known as Idledale was
with other area place
once named Joyland
names, Wah Keeney
and Starbuck Park.
Park was named after
While a homestead is
the man who owned
recorded as early as
and developed the
1866, John Starbuck
property.
claimed
ownership
Many current resiof the burg, renamed
dents of Evergreen are
Shelter at Little Park, Idledale
the town after himself,
unfamiliar with the
filed plats, then donated acreage to Denver in neighborhood of Wah Keeney Park. While the
1916. The town came into prominence as part area was platted to offer cabin sites for summer
of the Olmsted Acquisition and potential site to residents, it has evolved into a charming burg
be included in the Denver Mountain Park system that offers tranquility that is lost in more popular
in 1923. Following a 1930s flood along Bear subdivisions in the area. Located in a quiet corner
Creek, the town, then named Starbuck, came of Evergreen but passed by thousands of motorto be known familiarly as Idledale. The Denver ists each day, Wah Keeney Park is located east
Motor Club met along the banks of Bear Creek of Highway #74 in the land area between presand established picnic sites, a well house and ent day El Pinal (Stagecoach Blvd) and Hiwan
shelters, some of which remain today in Little Country Club (Lewis Ridge Road) The land that
Park at Idledale as the area is now included in encompasses Wah Keeney Park extends eastward
the National and State Registers of Historic Sites. and abuts Troublesome Creek as it ambles from
Farther up Bear Creek Canyon is the town of Bergen Park area toward Kittredge. While there
Kittredge. While more established on land of is no current public access in this area, this was
former homesteads and sawmills than a tour- once a passable route from Kittredge to Bergen
ist lure, Kittredge holds an important post in Park and beyond.
area history. Real estate mogul, civic leader,
Through Railroad Acts in 1862, 1864, 1869,
and philanthropist Charles Kittredge purchased and 1872, the U.S. government deeded public
land from Martin Luther, operated a working lands all across America to railroad companies in
ranch and began to “modernize” the townsite in the interest of a national rail system. Many acres
1920. According to Jennifer Karber, Kittredge is of land were utilized by the railroad companies
responsible for the town’s water system, bridge as sources of timber as well as easements for rail
construction across Bear Creek, and the dona- lines. Obviously and due to geographic impedition of property on which to build the town’s ments, Evergreen was not able to support a railroad, and the Union Pacific Railroad Company
first school.
The well-known area of Bergen Park was (UP) began to liquidate some of their properties
named after Thomas Bergen, who established a that were no longer helpful in their quest for
stop and supply point for miners on their way to expansion. Lands that include the current Elk
the gold fields in 1859. By 1862, Bergen built a Meadow Park, and areas east of Highway #74,
school as the area began to grow. A stone marker including the land now occupied by the Hiwan
is visible today, noting the site of Bergen’s first Museum and many others, were once owned by
home. While each of these men held a different UP. Deed #1939 in the Jefferson County public
vision for the establishment of their respective deed records reveals that land in the current Wah

Keeney Park area was purchased from the UP in
1907 by B.F. Hagar for “Ten hundred and eight
dollars ($1,008.00).” After ownership passed
from Hager to Luisa Rice in 1914 and to Ariel
Conover in 1921, Mr. R.E. Keeney purchased 16
blocks of land from Conover in 1922 with the
intent to sell lots as cabin sites.
By the time Keeney purchased the acreage, the
Denver Mountain Park system was established
with thousands of travelers enjoying the accessibility of the Denver foothills. In the interest of
luring tourists in search of property and willing
to put forth an alluring name, it is speculated
that Keeney added the Wah and the Park to his
name; thus, our current neighbor and hidden
gem, Wah Keeney Park. While having no Native
provenance (at least in the past 120 years), the
name of Wah Keeney Park, to some, still suggests
a Native origin. Now enjoying a nearly 100-yearold history, Wah Keeney Park residents recognize
the benefit of their well-kept secret. The 1952
Evergreen phone directory lists a Wah-Keeney
Park Lodge (#03-R2) and several residents who
created a Wah Keeney Park Civic Association,
whose job it was to protect this unique neighborhood. Development over the years has
brought new construction to the area, but the
intimate sense of community remains. During
the late 1970s, the Kilgore Trout Restaurant held
sway over the western entrance to Wah Keeney
while the neighborhood is now anchored by the
Mine Shops building (Boone Mtn. Sports and
Evergreen Tap House), the faux adobe office park
and the Hilltop Gas and Liquor Market. Beyond
these modern additions, the ambiance of Wah
Keeney Park is palpable, and the uniqueness of
the neighborhood is not lost in light of more
salient neighborhoods.
Sources:
EMAHS history files and photo archive
Jefferson County Public Records and Archives,
R. Frazier, archivist.
Jennifer Karber. Essay on Kittredge History.
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Perpetual Beta
BY GARY LOFFLER

Y

ou have probably noticed lately that there
always seems to be some program or other
on your phone or computer that wants to
update. While it is occasionally possible to delay
these updates, it is no longer possible to stop
the vast majority of them. Windows 10 may be
the worst offender, or at least the most obvious
one. It has large monthly updates and smaller
weekly updates. The updates often include fixes
for problems reported by users. There is a certain
logic in forcing updates; it makes tech support
much easier when everyone is on the same version of a software. The first thing tech support
will recommend is to update and reboot your
device. Windows 10 is designed to download
and install updates automatically; but because it
does not always reboot the computer, this process can degrade the performance of the computer until it is restarted.
Before the internet became the massive pipeline of information it is today, programs were
installed on computers with physical media (at
least three different sizes of floppy disks, then
CDs followed by DVDs); if a bug fix was needed,
it typically waited until the next version of the
program was released. Sending out updates was
a massive undertaking involving copying the fix
onto discs and mailing them to everyone who had
purchased the program. “Patching” a program
was a process in itself, and it could cause problems if done incorrectly. With the advent of highspeed internet, the process of updating software
and firmware became much easier from a delivery standpoint. Fixes and patches became more
sophisticated and much easier to install, until
now the process is almost entirely automated.
Like many things, this is both good and bad.
On the plus side, this allows software manufacturers to quickly roll out patches for users experiencing problems. On the negative side, sometimes these fixes break computers. Windows
and Linux suffer more from this as they tend to
try to support a wide variety of hardware and

Getting a computer to go for a week without some
“
program on it demanding an update is a rare event.
”

components. Apple uses a very limited range
of hardware, and so it is easier for them to get
updates right the first time. However, Apple is
notorious for abandoning older hardware; they
just settled a lawsuit concerning an update that
caused older iPhones to run slower.
Basically this means that we are in an era of
perpetual beta. Previously beta testing was done
with a fairly small, technically savvy group of
users. Once a program reached a point that it
ran dependably during in-house testing, it was
released to these beta testers to try in a much
wider range of circumstances. Again, we are primarily talking about Windows and Linux operating systems here, because they have always
tried to work with the widest range of computer setups possible. There are limitations, but
Windows and Linux will load and run on almost
any home PC. This creates a huge pool of computers with different configurations of hardware
ranging from items like name-brand video cards
to barely-workable knock offs. In most cases, the
updates work fine, but when even a small percentage of users have problems, it can amount
to hundreds of thousands of people. Realistically

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

there is no way to test every possible combination of software, hardware and user preference,
so once the updates pass basic testing on recommended equipment, they are released and bugs
are fixed as they are reported. This is why getting
a computer to go for a week without some program on it demanding an update is a rare event.
At this point, let’s limit our discussion to
Operating Systems (OS). There are four major
players for OS: Microsoft Windows, Mac OS,
Linux, and Google Android. Mac OS is designed
to work only on Apple products. However,
because they are using a Linux base, their OS is
not proprietary, and once you purchase a Mac
product, you own a copy of the OS (it is not easy
but it can be forced on to a normal PC). Linux is
a free program that is supported by an enormous
community of volunteers and professionals.
There are a number of different “flavors” of Linux
that offer different options for file systems, user
interfaces and programs. In the past few years it
has become increasingly easy to use. Windows
10 can no longer be outright purchased. It is a
leased program and when purchased with a computer cannot be moved to a different computer.

Also, most Microsoft services cannot be removed
from the computer; One Note, One Drive,
Cortana and Skype can be ignored, but not uninstalled. Android (used for chromebooks and
non-iPhones) also gives you little choice about
features on your phone, and the OS is designed
for a limited number of machines.
Microsoft recently changed the way their
internal file searching software works, and it
caused a lot of problems for people who were
used to the older version. Adding to the problem, the initial release did not allow pasting
into the search field. This was corrected by, you
guessed it, an update.
From a user standpoint these constant updates
are annoying. From a security standpoint, they
are frightening. Recently a company that provides network maintenance for business, state
and federal offices around the country was
compromised. The hackers altered a scheduled
update to include a virus. When clients updated
to the new version of the program, their systems
were infected. In all over 18,000 systems were
attacked and an unknown amount of information sent off site. No one is really sure on what
was stolen or where it ended up, though most
security experts believe it was a Russian-backed
attack.
This was a very sophisticated attack and
beyond the abilities of most hackers, but it shows
a vulnerability in the basic way the operating
system and programs on our phones and computers are maintained. Ironically, the best option
is to keep updating. As these viruses are discovered, antivirus software will be updated, software
patches will be sent for compromised programs
and, hopefully, programmers will learn to block
outside attacks. We are in a constant state of beta
testing because things change, and right now
things are changing so fast it is hard to keep up.
Some of these changes seem entirely arbitrary,
but overall there is a general trend towards better
software and hardware.
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— ON THE MOVE FITNESS —

We Can Do This!
BY DEB BROWN, NSCA-CPT, CWC, CNS

“Stay fit and healthy.”

We are in the middle of the
2. Accountability: just because
COVID-19 marathon, and it’s
we have to socially distance
hard to believe that we have been
ourselves does not mean that
affected by this nasty virus for
we cannot get together. I have
almost a year. I wanted to share
a standing (socially distanced)
ideas with the community on what
hiking date with my best friend
is working for me, my clients,
Ali for Tuesday mornings. Our
friends and family to stay fit and
dogs come along and have a blast
healthy during this difficult and
while we walk and talk. I also
“non-normal” time. Even while
have a couple clients who do
the studio has been closed, clients
Zoom workouts with each other.
are keeping in shape. Friends are
They hold each other accountaccomplishing new highs. Family
able, get their workouts done and
Deb and Ali T. on a pre-COVID-19 hike
members are determined to stay
have a great time catching up.
healthy throughout this whole ordeal. It’s easy Who can you be active with and how can you
to just throw in the towel on your fitness and hold yourself accountable?
focus on your limitations. The thought goes that 3. Goals: a family member has a specific cycling
“once everything is back to normal, I will get goal for each month, and this helps him to stay
back in shape.” As we all know, it’s going to be focused and motivated. He has inspired me to
a while before life can get back to normal. So, in do the same for my hiking. Now we compare
the meantime, here is what is working to help us notes and experiences, and it’s really motivating!
stay fit and healthy:
What goals can you put in place that will help
1. Structure: we all benefit from a little struc- you stay motivated?
ture, and when we are talking about fitness, 4. Keep perspective: the reason we all spend time
it’s especially helpful. Having a set schedule of with fitness-related activities is that they feel good,
when you work out at home, get out for a run they give us energy and we want to take care of
or hike helps you to keep consistent with it. our bodies. We want to maintain strong immune
Consistency creates the habit and habit creates systems. We want to be able to grow older gracethe result. Every Monday, there is a lovely group fully and to be able to do the things we want to
of clients who meet for a socially distanced do for a long period of time. Those motivations
3-mile hike and some social time afterwards. shouldn’t change due to COVID-19. In fact, we
There is fresh air, exercise, laughter and camara- can use the fact that we DO want to maintain a
derie - four essential elements to help maintain healthy immune system to keep our eye on the
sanity and equilibrium during these difficult ball, to keep active, to take care of our bodies. This
days. What can you do to add more structure to pandemic will not last forever. What kind of shape
your fitness activities?
do you want to be in at the end of it?
Deb Brown is an NSCA Certified Personal Trainer and the owner of the On The Move Fitness
Personal Training Studio located in Conifer. For more information about how we can help you get in
shape for winter fun, please visit www.onthemovefitness.com or call us at 303-816-1426.

On The Move Fitness is a personal training studio located in Conifer. We have been lucky enough to serve this community for 15 years
and are looking forward to another 15! For any questions related to the studio, please email me at deb@onthemovefitness.com.

Credendo Vides “By Believing One Sees”
BY KAARSTEN TURNER DALBY

T

his afternoon the snowflakes fell from the
sky more slowly than I have seen before. It
may have been some sort of imagined consciousness, but I am pretty sure I was witnessing
something different. The flakes were taking their
time today. It was, after all, Monday, a pensive,
almost melancholy, Monday.
My younger son doesn’t like Mondays. In
a learning evaluation earlier this week, he
self-identified Mondays as a challenging space
for him. He was unclear about why. He felt it,
though. His whole body swallowed the Monday,
and they are hard for him.
I know why they are hard. I know because I
have lived a lot of Mondays. They are a transition
day. I also know because I am his mother. He was
safe inside me for a very long time before our
bodies became our own. He didn’t come out on a
Monday. He arrived in this world on a Thursday
in March. March 18th. He is a Pisces. The sun
rose at 7:03 am and set at 7:06 pm that day. His
birth story is unremarkable, logistically, anyway.
He arrived via c-section scheduled for noon.
That was the beginning of his reluctance
around transitions. The doctor and I interrupted
him that day, rudely, before lunch. If I had been
cut out of my mother’s womb with no warning, I
wouldn’t trust Mondays either.
Last month I mentioned hope right here in this
space. To recap, what I said, exactly, was “Be of
good hope…because it always does, the light will
increase and the mist will clear away. Perhaps,
one day, when I am ready, I will step down, off
the side of the mountain and out of these trees
with slow deliberate steps and say hello to 2021.”
January is sort of like a Monday. It’s a transitional month. We have January to set our intentions and then, you know, go. So, I did it. We all
did it, together, actually. Hello, January 2021, we

“Hello, January 2021, we made it.”

made it. Thank you for supporting the deliberate
gentle steps forward. I stepped down, off the side
of the mountain and out of the trees. Here I am.
Here we are, together.
There is a man who knows a lot of things. His
name is Mike Dooley, and he is very wise. He
says this, “Put your car in gear (and roll). If you
don’t put your car in gear, the entire GPS system
is wired not to help you! If your car remains
in Park, you’re actually telling it, ‘No, not now.
I’m not ready.’” So, as master of the obvious,
let’s identify the metaphor. “It’s the same in life
when you have dreams you don’t constantly act
on. In the car, once you’re in Drive, the entire
system flies into action, tracking your progress,
rerouting you when necessary, virtually holding
your hand until you arrive. Should you choose
less than optimally, perhaps distracted by singing
along at the top of your lungs to Barry Manilow,
[or Taylor Swift says KT] you’ll eventually be put
back on track with “Make a legal U-turn.”
You don’t get such guidance and correction in
either a parked car or a parked life.
The same son who came out screaming on
March 18th carries those thriving lungs and spirit
with him every day. And, sometimes, he just sits

in Park. We’ve all been working hard to support
him these days. He was ripped out of my womb,
and then eight years later, he was ripped out of
his known family system when his dad and I got
divorced. When it was all really new, we talked
about him spending time at his dad’s house.
He asked me, “But, will he still be my dad?” I
answered “Baby, yes, he will always be your dad.
We’re just reorganizing our family (I couldn’t yet
say divorce). He just has a different house now.”
“But, he will be my dad at another house?” As the
words spilled out, I didn’t really know anything
about what I was saying. A mom’s house and a
dad’s house was not a world I knew, and it certainly wasn’t one I had ever imagined for my own
children. He asked questions, and I answered
him the best I could. Our car was in gear, and
we were rolling. It was a different direction, and
dang it, I wished it wasn’t that way. I was looking
for the “Make a legal U-turn” voice command. I
never heard that. So, I just keep driving.
This son of mine. Last week we went skiing.
The mountain with my sons is my favorite place
to be. They learn and grow there. We all learn and
grow there. They have opportunities to exercise
independence and take risks in a relatively safe

environment. There are so many opportunities.
On this day, he was skiing with his brother and
the cutest 13-year-old girl you will ever meet. Top
five for sure. She has big blue eyes, and a face like
a pixie. Her name is Declan. In the 13-year-old
girl category, she is pretty close to perfect. The
three of them ski on their own while I tend to
other kids and other things.
At the end of the day, I finally catch them at
the top of a lift. I ski over him (literally) with
the biggest bear hug rolling over him and holding him with all of me. “Baby, I say, will you ski
with your mama? I haven’t seen you all day.” He
didn’t answer, but I followed him down the side
of the mountain anyway. Declan and Aidan were
in front. He jumped, and carved, and took time
out for a video of him rolling down the hill with
his skis off.
Then, at the bottom, optimistically, I think,
we’ll ride the lift together. I stand at the side of
the line next to a ski patrol who is in the singles
line. I watch, almost in slow motion. Declan and
Aidan first, both carving a perfect speedy right
turn into the lift line. Next, Keenan, who is not
far behind, blows past his mother and catches up
to the cute girl in the lift line, leaving me behind,
alone next to the ski patrol. There was a day when
I would’ve been really happy about that. So, I say
to the stranger dressed in red, “I guess this is it
for me. Today is the day. I have taught him everything he needs to know. When in doubt, ALWAYS
follow the cute girl on skis. She won’t lead you
astray, ever.” The ski patrol guy and I ride to the
top of the lift together. I learned a few things
about following cute boys on skis too.
There are so many lessons. Put your car in
drive, ski down the hill, follow the cute girl. The
bottom line is this. From me, to you, Credendo
vides. “By believing one sees.”
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Penny for your thoughts

MORE LOVE

Juba the Dog:
An Understanding of Saint Valentine’s Day

BY CYNTHIA KIMBALL

“

”

We [each] have a smile to share, a kind word to utter, and a moment to show compassion, kindness and love when someone is hurting.

“

Intense love does not
measure it only gives.
— Mother Teresa

When Sue came into our history
classroom, arms filled with red and
white carnations, everyone immediately stopped and paid attention.

”

V

alentine’s Day was the day everyone
hoped they’d receive a flower. But high
school is tough to navigate, and while
some students got many, others received none.
While I hoped for my own carnation, I struggled
to understand what all of this meant. What is it
about being a teenager that we learn popularity equals success, happiness, and love? In the

1980s I worried about carnations. In the world
today we experience anxiety around the amount
of likes, followers, and friends we have online.
Almost forty years later, I don’t think this is what
I want my life to be about.
Is it popularity that we really want? What
actually defines our success and our happiness? From Ryan Holiday’s book, Stillness is
the Key, “What do we want more in life? That’s
the question. It’s not accomplishments. It’s not
popularity. It’s moments when we feel like we
are enough. More presence. More clarity. More
insight. More truth. More stillness.” When we
are “still” we can see that we are enough. We
are love. When we feel we are enough we can
give and receive love unconditionally; without
carnations or online followers.
Today our challenges are non-stop. Instead of
competing for someone’s attention with grand
gestures, why not try a series of small random
acts of kindness? Instead of the overarching
investment in a response, why not turn toward
giving unconditionally? According to Mother
Teresa, “Not all of us can do great things. But we
can all do small things with great love.” She has
been described as the great miracle worker of our
time, and one of the most divinely transformed
human beings to walk this earth. Mother Teresa
said, “Intense love does not measure, it only
gives.” Love gives without condition. We can give
without condition.
Every single one of us has unique gifts to offer
humanity. We all have a magnificence that cannot
be quantified. From Dr Sue Morter’s book, The
Energy Codes, “Once you give yourself permission to ‘love no matter what,’ the outer world has
no choice but to reflect back the image of unconditional love.” Our thoughts, words and actions
affect others. The world is a mirror. We reflect
back what we experience. Kindness brings kindness. Love brings love.

But what if you experience hurt or loss? How
can we live through these times with grace? Our
very dear friends lost a horse this winter to colic.
Hudson was a small colt when he came to live
with his new family. This guy had a willingness,
a gentle spirit, and a sense of calm in all situations. The kind of horse everyone loved to be
around, Hudson provided space for all of us
to learn together. When he became confused
he would stop. Given a chance to pause, reset
and then respond, Hudson’s majesty shined. But
tragically, during a cold snap, he experienced a
major colic, and our friends had to open the gate
to the “pasture in the sky.” In all of their sadness
they were met with compassion and kindness. In
fact, a very generous family gave them a beautiful young colt. The great Hudson will never be
replaced, but the twinkle in little Timber’s eyes
is helping all of us through this loss. Timber and
all of the unconditional love surrounding him
helped us flip from loss to love. According to
Mother Teresa, “I have found the paradox, that if
you love until it hurts, there can be no more hurt,
only more love.”
We don’t all have horses to send to a hurting
family, carnations or unlimited likes to give. But
we do have a smile to share, a kind word to
utter, and a moment to show compassion, kindness and love when someone is hurting. Each
one of us has an obligation to share our own
magnificence with the world. If I could go back
to high school I’d purchase as many carnations
as possible and give them out randomly and
unconditionally. But, honestly, the true meaning
in each day is to pass along things that cannot
be seen. Antoine De Saint-Exupery wrote in The
Little Prince, “And now here is my secret, a very
simple secret: It is only with the heart that one
can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to
the eye.”

Wild Horses
BY PENNY RANDELL

T

here is dependable evidence that the modern-day horse evolved fifty million years
ago from a small dog-like animal called
Eohippus. Eventually this creature came to thrive
on the North American continent and was traced
to the Tennessee Valley, where it eventually
advanced into a separate species called Equus.
However, this species vanished into Asia and
Africa 11 to 13 thousand years ago, returning to
American soil early in the 1500s. These horses
first appeared with Spanish explorers, but some
escaped into the interior where they transformed
to a wild state.
The animals were quite successful, and by
the 19th century they numbered over 2 million.
However, wild horses didn’t receive federal protection until 1971 when only 17,000 remained
to roam the American plains. World War I took
out a million for basic combat purposes, and the
rest were hunted for sport or for meat to provide chicken feed and dog food. The hunting was
without limits, as these animals were pursued by
helicopter and sprayed with bullets, run down
by motorized vehicles, run off of cliffs, gunned
down, shot in corralled captivity and buried in
mass graves.
The wild horses had much in common with
the bison and were literally driven to the edge of
extinction. Finally, in 1959 the use of motorized
vehicles and aircraft was banned when it came
to attacking the wild ones. In fact, in 1971 the
outcry to end the carnage was finally heard in
the American Congress, and it came to be that
more letters poured in about the wild horse than
any other non-war issue in U.S. history. It was
December of 1971 when President Nixon signed
the Wild Free Roaming Horse & Burro Act into
law. This was designed to protect such creatures,
declaring: “Wild horses and burros are living
symbols of the historic and pioneer spirit of the
West…”
Remembering the adage, “What is useful is
used, what is not is destroyed,” the pioneers of
these beliefs marched forward. The mustang,
or “stray beast,” born from the Spanish word
mestengo, gained a significant cut of the land. The
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Wild horses and burros are living symbols
of the historic and pioneer spirit of the West…
— Wild Free Roaming Horse & Burro Act
wild horses and burros received 303 herd areas
that included 47 million acres of public land.
Consequently, wild horse numbers grew from
the original 17,000 to over 42,000, which stirred
up significant wrath from the ranchers. Finally,
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the
U.S. Forest Service were engaged to enforce the
1971 Act. Nonetheless, it remains a sad situation, for until this day there is little commercial need for actual horse-provided horsepower.
Over the years the areas have shrunk to 201 Herd
Management Areas on less than 35 million acres.
In 1976 the BLM amended the 1971 Act, and
motorized vehicles and aircraft such as helicopters, were once again used to control the numbers. From there the rules and the land remained
split between the BLM and the Forest Service.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was not allowed to
use such means, but the BLM still has the power
to use motorized vehicles to capture wild horses,
but not to kill them. Fish and Wildlife Service
can kill horses, but cannot use motorized vehicles to catch them. Nonetheless, in 1993 it was
estimated that there were 24,000 wild horses
living in Nevada. Angry activists spent time
counting the horses by air, but only discovered
8,300 free-roaming horses. Too, the author of
Dances with Wolves, Michael Blake, told the press
that the government was killing horses when and
where they pleased. He continued to state the
horses were killed in the dark of night and sent
to the slaughterhouse floor where their throats
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were cut for money.
In 2001 the BLM annual wild horse budget
was increased to $29 million to enable an aggressive removal program. Twenty-four thousand
horses were up for capture. Today the most
recent figures estimate the wild horse population to be somewhere around 33,000 individuals, with about half of that number found in
Nevada. Many of these creatures are in holding
facilities such as the Palomino Valley in Nevada
and Susanville in northern California. In addition, private ranchers in Oklahoma and Kansas
manage other holding facilities that can maintain 2,000 to 3,500 horses each. In 2010, after
an increase in budget to rid the plains of these
animals, the BLM received another increase, now
costing the taxpayer $64 million a year to continue to round up thousands more wild horses.
But the question remains: Why is there such
an effort to rid our public lands of wild horses?
For many the wild horse isn’t a wild animal at all.
The livestock lobby, government agencies, and
wildlife protection organizations consider this
animal to be a domesticated species gone feral.
It is argued that these horses are not native to
America, but are instead an exotic. Therefore, it
competes for food with the elk and pronghorn
antelope, as well as decimating rangeland normally used to raise cattle.
The fate of these horses remains dark.
However, abusing, neglecting, and abandoning an equine or any other animal remains

against the law. Officials are tuned in and are
committed to enforcing these cruelty laws. The
Special Task Force on Animal Cruelty formed in
Rensselaer County, New York, is proof that the
laws can be enforced and abusers can be found
and brought to justice. In fact, in the state of
New York, Skye’s Amendment, named for a
mare who died from being stabbed 18 times
with a butcher knife, makes it a felony to abuse
any animal within the state.
Unfortunately, the BLM has pretty much failed
in its handling of these animals. It’s difficult
to gain the attention of the Interior Secretary
where little interest or understanding of these
issues is present. Recently efforts to resurrect
plans to round up and spay wild mares in White
Mountain, Wyoming, were announced. Spaying
is a gamble and rarely done even with domestic
mares. When it is performed domestically, the
procedure takes place in a sterile hospital with
a month set aside for recovery. Doing it out in
the open makes the mare extremely susceptible to infection, often resulting in death. On
the positive side, the BLM created the Adopt A
Horse program in 1976. Since then more than
200,000 horses and burros have been rounded
up off public lands. One can easily adopt a wild
horse for as little as $125 a head. The cost to the
taxpayer for government removal of one horse is
more than tenfold that amount.
It has been said that no animal in human history has had as much impact as the horse. As
said, wars have taken the lives of millions. They
are used for transport for humans along with
their belongings. They have been ridden or
driven across continents to deliver mail to meld
our communities. They have plowed the fields
to furnish us with food. Today many consider
this mighty animal to be an entertainer, an athlete, and even a friend. But although the 1971
Act stated, “It is the policy of Congress that wild
free-roaming horses and burros shall be protected from capture, branding, harassment, or
death,” it has been the very agencies empowered
to protect these icons that have committed some
of the worst atrocities against them.
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BY PENNY RANDELL

It’s February, and you know what
that means…Valentine’s Day. Juba
here once again, and I’m ready
to impart some interesting facts
concerning this day and how it
acquired such fame.

T

rue, I am a dog, but I have been around
long enough to watch the effects of the
day and the celebration of humans on this
supposed romantic holiday. Believe me, the candy
and the cards will be flowing, but that’s not at all
the kind of information we are embracing here.
This, my friends, is the beginning of some captivating drama that took place centuries ago.
Let’s start by fleshing out this famous occasion with some accurate history. The full title
is Saint Valentine’s Day, and it arises from the
name of a Christian martyr who lived around
269 to 270 A.D. During this time persecution
of Christians was common. In fact, the original Saint Valentine’s Day occurred during the
third century when a liturgical feast celebrated
the decapitation of a Christian martyr. Precise
accounting from ancient sources reveals there
were several Saint Valentines who were put
to death on the traditional execution day of
February 14.
Nonetheless, although there were many martyrs to fall victim to such horror, there are also
various legends that lean toward romance. One
such story tells that before a particular priest
was put to death, he took it upon himself to
forward a letter to a lady he had befriended
years earlier. The sentiment was delivered to
her through a prison guard and it was signed,
“from your Valentine.” Speculation and gossip
furthered the story and an 18th-century embellishment claims it to be a message of affection.
Another such legend states that one of the original St. Valentines defied the emperor’s orders

and secretly married
The Charter of the
couples. This was done
Court of Love contains
to keep the men from
the earliest descripgoing to war. These
tion of February 14 as
accounts are two of
an annual celebration
many which convey
of love. This charter
feelings of love.
was allegedly issued by
Continuing, the Feast
Charles VI of France in
of Saint Valentine was
1400. It describes lavish
officially created by
festivities,
attended
Pope Gelasius l in 496
by several members of
A.D. to honor the origthe royal court, that
inal Saint Valentine.
included a feast, amoDuring the 14th and
rous songs, and a poetry
15th centuries, this day
competition.
These
became associated with
festivals gave ladies
romantic love. Some
the chance to hear and
even believe the celedecide on disputes from
bration was instigated
lovers. Poetry took
by the “lovebirds” of
center stage with the
early spring. Then in
earliest surviving valenThe U.S. Greeting Card
18th-century England,
tine written by Charles,
Association estimates that
it grew into an opporDuke of Orleans, to his
tunity for couples to
wife in the 15th century.
approximately 190 million
express their love with
Also, Valentine’s Day is
flowers, candy, and valentines are sent each year.
remorsefully mentioned
greeting cards.
by Ophelia in William
As it turned out, European folk traditions Shakespeare’s Hamlet, dated 1600-1601.
concerning Saint Valentine’s Day have become
It was 1797 when a British publisher commarginalized by modern American customs that posed The Young Man’s Valentine Writer for those
connect the day with romantic love. Still, there who were unable to compose their own sentiare some remaining connections of the original ments. Printers were already producing a limsaint and the advent of spring. In Slovenia Saint ited number of cards with verses and sketches
Valentine or Zdravko was considered to be one called “mechanical valentines.” As paper valenof the saints of spring. He is also known as the tines came into existence, they grew in popusaint of good health and the patron of beekeep- larity so fast that they had to be assembled in
ers and pilgrims. An ancient proverb states that factories. Fancy valentines made with lace and
“Saint Valentine brings the keys of roots.” In ribbon became so treasured that in 1835 60,000
other words, plants and flowers begin to grow cards were sent by mail in the U.K. despite the
on this day. Celebrated as such, this is the day expense of the postage.
In 1847 the first mass-produced valentines
when the first work in the vineyards and in the
fields takes place. It is also said that birds pro- of embossed paper lace were produced by a
lady named Esther Howland of Massachusetts.
pose to each other or marry on this day.

“
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Howland’s inspiration came from an English
valentine she received from a business associate. This lady was so taken by the art of valentines that she proceeded to import paper,
lace and floral decorations from England. Since
the beginning of the 19th century, handwritten
notes have given way to mass-produced greeting cards. In 2015 just under half of the U.K.
population spent a record amount of money
on cards, flowers, chocolates, and other gifts
to honor the day. By the mid-19th century,
Valentine’s Day trade became a forerunner of
further commercialized holidays in the U.S.
The U.S. Greeting Card Association estimates
that approximately 190 million valentines are
sent each year. If you include the valentines
exchanged in schools, the number rises to 1 billion. Today the use of the Internet is creating
new traditions. Every year millions of people
construct and send Valentine’s Day greetings
as e-cards, love coupons, or printable greeting
cards. An estimated 15 million e-valentines
were sent in 2010. Due to its commercialization, this day is considered by some to be a
Hallmark holiday.
So that’s some of the history that surrounds
the origin of Valentine’s Day. The stories on its
increase in popularity are seemingly endless,
and recordings of events surrounding this “day
of love” are too numerous to mention here.
Instead, I’ll leave you with a modern cliché
Valentine’s Day poem. It can be found in the collection of English nursery rhymes in Gammar
Gurton’s Garland from 1784. Please enjoy, and
I’ll be around next month for an in depth look
at another critter found in our own back yards.
“The rose is red, the violet’s blue,
The honey’s sweet, and so are you.
Thou art my love and I am thine;
I drew thee to my Valentine:
The lot was cast and then I drew,
And Fortune said it should be you.”

Jeff’s favorites

The Sound of Silence
BY PAUL SIMON

Hello darkness, my old friend
I’ve come to talk with you again
Because a vision softly creeping
Left its seeds while I was sleeping
And the vision that was
planted in my brain
Still remains
Within the sound of silence
In restless dreams I walked alone
Narrow streets of cobblestone
‘Neath the halo of a street lamp
I turned my collar to the cold and damp
When my eyes were stabbed
by the flash of a neon light
That split the night
And touched the sound of silence
And in the naked light, I saw
Ten thousand people, maybe more
People talking without speaking
People hearing without listening
People writing songs
that voices never share
And no one dared
Disturb the sound of silence

“Fools”, said I, “You do not know
Silence like a cancer grows
Hear my words that I might teach you
Take my arms that I might reach you”
But my words, like silent raindrops fell
And echoed
In the wells of silence
And the people bowed and prayed
To the neon god they made
And the sign flashed out its warning
In the words that it was forming
And the sign said,
“The words of the prophets
are written on the subway walls
And tenement halls”
And whispered in the sound of silence
Source: Musixmatch
Songwriter: Paul Simon
The Sound of Silence lyrics © Paul Simon Music
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My Hometown
BY BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

I was eight years old
and running with a dime in my hand
Into the bus stop
to pick up a paper for my old man
I’d sit on his lap in that big old Buick
And steer as we drove through town
He’d tousle my hair and say
“Son, take a good look around
This is your hometown.”
This is your hometown
This is your hometown
This is your hometown
In ‘65 tension was running high
at my high school
There was a lot of fights
‘tween the black and white
There was nothing you could do
Two cars at a light on a Saturday night
In the back seat there was a gun
Words were passed,
then a shotgun blast
Troubled times had come to my hometown

To my hometown
To my hometown
To my hometown
Now Main Street’s whitewashed
windows and vacant stores
Seems like there ain’t nobody
wants to come down here no more
They’re closing down the textile mill
across the railroad tracks
Foreman says
“These jobs are going, boys
And they ain’t coming back
To your hometown.”
“My Hometown” was the seventh and
final single from Springsteen’s blockbuster
1984 album, Born in the USA. It reached
the top 10 in the US (along with all other six
singles from the album).
Source: www.genius.com
Songwriter: Bruce Springsteen
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A SKEPTIC’S GUIDE TO BELIEF
BY PAT DAVIS

“

It takes a lot of time and effort to establish an understanding of a complex issue.
It is even more difficult to form an opinion that we feel we can rely on and defend.

A

friend once told me that there is an upside
and a downside to everything. After reading the article, “A Skeptic’s View,” in the
Jan. 2021 issue of Your Mountain Connection, that
quote came to mind. The author made a case
for being skeptical of information that can have
a commercial or political objective. I think that
would be a good rule to avoid a life of disappointment and broken promises. Skepticism has an
insulating quality to buffer the pain of misplaced
trust or belief. That could be the upside of this
skeptical perspective.
Speaking only from my own experience, I
suspect our most sincere skepticism is a result
of having embraced and believed a truth that no
longer serves us. To protect ourselves from future
mental, emotional, spiritual, romantic or even
political disappointment, it seems wise to adopt
a skeptical lens from which to view the world.
That choice may lead to the downside of being
a skeptic.
There is so much to know, and it is impossible
to know it all. Why do we even believe what we
currently believe? What happened to the truth
we once accepted with confidence? Where did
it go when we chose to reconsider its worth and
value? Perhaps this question might be altered to
reflect a more realistic perspective on our human
condition.
Basically, we are intellectually lazy creatures.
It takes a lot of time and effort to establish an
understanding of a complex issue. It is even
more difficult to form an opinion that we feel
we can rely on and defend. We want a shortcut.
We want to find a trusted filter of information to
allow acceptable ideas in and to block heresy at
the gate. Such is our nature. Our current beliefs
reflect our current selection of expert filters.
Over our lives we follow a path of choosing those
filters, and with the advantage of experience, we
deselect and reselect a new one that seems more

valid. We choose to not resolve an internal dissonance in our own ideas and values, we choose
a spokesman to stand in our place. They can be
from the right or left, they can be secular or religious, they can be inclusive or restrictive. After
all, they are the “experts.”
We live in an age of experts. The irony is
that they mostly disagree with one another. The
result is a consensus of those experts into their
separate camps of conformity. Any issue worth
discussion is represented by a cluster of “leading thinkers” who speak and think for us. Who
put them in charge of our conclusions…we did?
The currency paid for admission to the camp is
conformity.

do we even believe what
“Why
we currently believe? What
happened to the truth we once
accepted with confidence?

”

At what point do we surrender our pursuit
of more and deeper information? When do we
become just another voice in the echo chamber
of our chosen tribe? Put up the walls, close the
gates, and lift the flags that declare our loyalty.
We can no longer discuss the issues, we must
now defend the camp. We can no longer show
respect for the loyal opposition, we must destroy
them. We now find force more efficient than
debate. We find persuasion replaced with cancellation. Where can we find a strategy to loosen the
gridlock of ideology?
The answer may be found in naïve belief. A
belief that we do not know it all and there are
well informed and people of good conscience
who stand on a different side. A belief that when

”

we actively listen we might find bridges in place
of barriers. It may be in the naïve belief that, in
actively listening to an opposing idea, we may
have something to learn. A naive belief that if we
are patient and tolerant in our best expression of
our own beliefs and positions, the other side may
actually hear us.
A skeptical foundation is safe and presumes
our default position must be resistive and defensive. The naïve belief in sharing opposing truths
in a respectful discussion is the casualty of our
times. That respectful discussion might lead
to understanding and reexamination of longheld positions on either or both sides. It could
happen. Seek first to understand and only then
seek to be understood.
A naïve belief could be that reasoned discourse and debate is truly worth the effort. It is
just easier to select our mutual champions, our
mutual experts, and strengthen their platforms
and subscription base. It will sell more books
and grow a larger TV audience and sell more
advertising to be consumed by an unsuspecting
audience.
I think I might have just made the commercial
case for skepticism. Conflict and separation is far
more entertaining than hard-won understanding
and agreement. So, I sound skeptical? Sorry for
that…it is just easier. It is easier to divide and
dominate. It is easier to distrust and not verify
than to do our own study. It is easier to know
what we do not believe than to know what we do
believe and why we believe it.
This response should be met with a healthy
skepticism. It is so fashionable to replace sincerity with snark. What would our chosen experts
say? To snark or not to snark, that is the question.
I will check with my chosen opinion leaders and
get back to you.
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$118,000 Donated
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Each month, Your Mountain
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nonprofit. It is our way of
helping to build community.
It also is our pleasure! We
invite all caring businesses to
advertise in our publication.
Celebrate making a difference!
It could be contagious!
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Piper and Holly’s Legacy at Colorado State University
BY DR. DAVID DIMEO

O

Your gift to Holly’s Legacy fund
provides grants for life-saving
cancer treatment for patients
whose humans are over the age of
65 and / or have a disability and are
seeking treatment for their pet.

n July 12, 2020, the Mountain Parks
Veterinary Hospital, Adventure
Camp and Pet Lodge (MPVH) family
suffered a devastating tragedy. Our lead veterinary nurse and friend, Paula, died in an
automobile accident. Paula’s beloved dog,
Piper, was left grieving and homeless. Piper
was adopted by a family, but unfortunately
the family was unable to care for her when
she developed a forelimb lameness. With
the help of our employees and other interested people, we were able to convince the
family to relinquish Piper to Mountain Parks
Veterinary Hospital.
When Piper came to us, she was not using
her right forelimb. After an examination and
x-rays Piper was diagnosed with bone cancer
of her right humerus. Unfortunately, the leg
had to be amputated. The laboratory report
confirmed that our suspicion of osteosarcoma
was correct. Osteosarcoma is a very aggressive bone cancer with a poor prognosis. There
was no evidence that the cancer had spread,
but Piper would need some very expensive
chemotherapy administered by a veterinary

oncologist. MPVH and Dr. DiMeo are committed to ensuring Piper’s treatment, but chemotherapy is beyond our capability. Piper is a
connection to our lost colleague, and she has
a strong emotional bond with our staff. We all
pray and hope for her to do well.
The Oncology Department at the
Veterinary Teaching Hospital of Colorado
State University heard of Piper’s plight and
came to the rescue. Holly’s Legacy Fund
made a grant available of up to $5,000 for
Piper’s chemotherapy. MPVH continues to
provide follow-up care, lab work and x-rays
for Piper in order to help the grant go further.
Piper is doing well after two chemotherapy
cycles, and she has been adopted by a loving
veterinary nurse.
Your gift to Holly’s Legacy fund provides
grants for life-saving cancer treatment for
patients whose humans are over the age of
65 and/or have a disability and are seeking
treatment for their pet at the Robert H. and
Mary G. Flint Animal Cancer Center. For
families living on a fixed income, this fund
ensures money does not have to be a barrier

Dogs, Dogs, A
Dogs
BY CATHY KOWALSKI

“I went searching for ideas of how people around the world celebrate this day of love.”

A

Welsh Love Spoon.
luck. Hmm… I’m not seeing this one becoming
popular here in our mountain communities: 1)
it’s illegal to pick wildflowers, 2) there aren’t any
wildflowers growing in mid-February, and 3) the
snow thing? Nah, I can find better ways to look
for good luck than washing with freezing snow.
Estonia might be your place if you’re single, as
their celebration includes everyone, of every age.
It seems to be a delayed New Year’s Eve sort of
event — it looks fun!
Japan has figured something out — on
February 14 the women give gifts to the men. The
men don’t return the favor until a month later on
March 14. Not a bad notion — the women can
set the level of gift-giving and the men have an
entire month to get just the right response gift.
Young people in the Czech Republic who have
embraced the day go to the statue of poet Karol
Hynek Macha, and kiss under the cherry trees.
(Okay, I admit, I didn’t know a thing about Mr.
Macha — so here you are: he lived in Prague
and was considered the finest Czech romantic
poet — ever. Sad thing is, the poor guy only lived
25 years.)

Brazil celebrates Lovers Day, and this can
include large family gatherings. In addition to
chocolates, cards, and flowers, they also throw
in some music concerts and dance performances.
In England (this has got to be very, very “auld”)
women place bay leaves on their pillow to have
dreams of their future husbands.
Italy, who always seems to do it right, reserves
the day for time spent with the one you love,
ending with a romantic dinner and perhaps a
really good tiramisu.
Slovenia considers St. Valentine one of the
patron saints of spring. They believe that plants
begin to regenerate on the 14th and that birds
propose to each other.
After a full review of the inspirations I discovered, I think I’ll stick with Ghana for the chocolate, Bulgaria for the wine, and I would do just
about anything to land one of those great Welsh
spoons.
No matter where in peaceful parts of the world,
people have the opportunity to show their love
on a special day. How lucky we are to have the
privilege to stop and make a card, bake a heartshaped cookie, or just tell our spouse, parent,
child, friend, that we love them. Wouldn’t it be
lovely if every day were celebrated with love!
Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was right
here at Your Mountain Connection. She has
written for national and regional publications
and has published books. She loves living in
Evergreen where she and her husband raised
their three children and six dogs.
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to care. Holly’s family established this fund
in 2016 in memory of the joy she brought to
their lives, even as she endured cancer. Your
generous help provides meaningful support
not only for our patients but also for their
companions during a very difficult time in
their lives. Please go to: https://advancing.
colostate.edu/HOLLYSLEGACY for more
information and to make a donation.

Contact us at (303) 674-3156
or visit www.mountainparksvet.com
We will be following CDC-recommended
protocols for curbside service. When you
arrive at the hospital, please remain in
your vehicle and call our main phone
number, 303-674-3156. A hospital
employee will come outside, take a brief
history and bring your pet inside. The
doctor and technician will communicate
with you via text message, telephone
or come outside while practicing
recommended social distancing.

mountainparksvet.com • 303-674-3156 • 5920 Highway 73 Evergreen

BY ANNE VICKSTROM

In the Philippines, they celebrate on the 14th,
but for many it is at a government-sponsored
event where they marry. I don’t see that taking
off around here.
Ghana doesn’t disguise their day of love, they
claim it for what it is: Day of Chocolate! That’s
the way to do it! Just put what you want right
into the name on the calendar so no one gets
confused.
Bulgaria has the same notion, but rather than
chocolate, it is the Day of Winemakers. Okay,
now we’re on a roll.
The Welsh celebrate on January 25 by lovers
exchanging unique, hand-carved, intricate
spoons. The spoons are gorgeous, and they must
be doing something right, because they’ve been
doing this since the 16th Century.
Denmark celebrates with chocolates and roses,
but also with hand-made cards, pressed with
little white flowers called snowdrops.
Romanians in love wait for February 24 to go
into the woods and pick flowers, and then get
engaged. If you’re not into flower-picking, they
are said to wash their faces with snow for good

Adventure Camp & Pet Lodge
303-670-7118

Mon and Fri: 8am – 5pm
Tues, Wed, Thurs: 8am – 6pm
Sat: 8am – 1pm
Sun: Closed

CELEBRATE LOVE

s Valentine’s Day approaches, I start anticipating how to make this fun holiday
extra special for those I love. I could do
the card-chocolate-flower thing, but this year, I
thought I’d try an international flair, so I went
searching for ideas of how people around the
world celebrate this day of love.
As a background, Valentine’s Day didn’t begin
well, so very long ago. The story goes that during
the 3rd Century, in Rome, a priest named Saint
Valentine, performed marriage ceremonies for
soldiers who had been forbidden to marry by
Emperor Claudius II — obviously not a great
romantic — who thought single soldiers were
better fighters than married soldiers. Either that
or maybe he just wanted to keep all the ladies
to himself while the fighting men were away.
Regardless, on February 14, Claud’ had Val’
killed on February 14. Even worse, there were
several other St. Valentines who were also murdered on this “day of love.”
Then, around the world, we started making
our own traditions for Valentine’s Day, regardless
of what is the true story of St. Valentine.
In Argentina they wait five months and start the
smooching in July, delivering kisses and chocolate.
Leave it to the French to know how to improve
on romance; they have a village called Valentine,
and those lovebirds celebrate over three days,
from February 12 – 14. The whole village gets
decked out with hearts, flowers, and other
special touches, ready to welcome the flocks
of couples who travel there to hear, “Veux-tu
m’e’pouser?” (Will you marry me?” for those of
you who decided to take high school Spanish
rather than French.)
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Over the past few months, I have
been working with two Chaplains
at Boulder Police Department.
They have been training their
dogs to assist them in their
work at the police department
as therapy dogs. I would like to
share with you their stories, in
their words.

ASHLEY AND WINSTON

Being a Boulder Police Department chaplain is the answer to a dream I didn’t know I had. My
job is to come love officers, lend a listening ear, and experience just a snippet of their world.
I have wanted to get Winston trained as a Therapy dog anyway, because my day job is
working with kids. When I found out from our chaplain team that Faithfully K-9 specialized
in training therapy dogs for first responders, I was immediately intrigued. After a lot of work
this summer, Winston is officially a trained Therapy Dog, and our officers cannot get enough
of him. They love him so much they even officially dubbed him a police K-9, gifting him his
own personal SWAT vest. We are so thankful for the opportunity Cathy gave us.
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

s a former law enforcement officer in
Southern California, I know firsthand the
pressures that weigh on the backs of the
fine men and women who wear the badge. There
are the obvious dangers, legal threats, PTSD, and
difficult shift work to be sure, but officers carry
the same pressures as everyday citizens as well.
Our Chaplaincy Program at the Boulder Police
Department is designed to meet the needs and
everyday demands on police officers and their
families. We are not present to solve problems
or offer solutions per se, but to merely act as a
sounding board for the employees. Our goal is
for each of them to always know they are not
alone.
Every time one of our chaplains visits with
officers, we make ourselves available in any way
possible. Some matters are family related, others
spiritual, and some are just social. The program
is a great tool to assist officers in unloading their
stress, heartache, frustration, and exhaustion.

A new component for me and my role is the
training I am receiving from Cathy Kowalski and
Faithfully K-9. I have a four year-old Lab, “Cash,”
who is in the throes of Therapy Dog boot camp.
The goal is to be certified and for the two of us
to work as a team to provide additional care for
the police officers. There’s comfort and distraction, both a tremendous gift to officers, found in
the smiling face of a dog who loves to be loved.
Cash will join me every time I visit with officers
at the department and will utilize his newfound
tricks as we say “thank you for all that you do.”
When words are not enough, the soft, wet nose
of a furry friend transcends understanding.
Cathy is the Executive
Director and trainer at
Faithfully K9 Service
Dogs and Dog Training.
Call 970-591-3205
or visit the website
www.faithfullyk9.com.

BRIAN AND CASH

We have been working on some custom commands with the teams including having the dogs
rest their head in an officer’s lap, picking up items and giving them to the officers as a distraction, putting their paws in the lap of the officer or even jumping up into their lap.
The dogs have to be comfortable with loud noises, chaos, and new experiences. They must
be able to follow commands even with challenging distractions.
The Chaplaincy program at Boulder Police Department is a volunteer program, and it’s an
honor to work with these teams, knowing they are giving of their time and using their skills to
make a difference as a team, bringing a little joy during complicated times.
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Grow with us!

COOKING CLASSES WITH…

Advertise with
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FLORIDA GULF COMES TO THE ROCKIES

Your local source for
“News on the Positive Side.”

BY TOM BECKER

Writing this makes me want to take a trip down to the Gulf,
“
walk barefoot along a warm sandy beach, salt air brushing my cheeks…
”

Your Mountain
Connection paper has

“

been a fixture in the
foothills for over 25
years. Serving Evergreen,
Conifer, Pine, Bailey,
and the surrounding
area, Your Mountain
Connection has been
bringing positive news
and local advertising to
the foothills mountain
communities.

I had seen my grandparents as wise and seasoned people,
but also as older bodies who had always been old.
After…that moment, I allowed myself to see them as young,
and quick of mind and body, as fiery and alive.

”

GRANDMA’S WEDDING DRESS
EXCERPTS FROM THE CURRENTLY UNPUBLISHED BECOMING CHARLIE: A MEMOIR
BY CHARLES MONLEZUN WRITTEN FOR HIS GRANDDAUGHTER CHARLIE BLEU

“Passion is not the exclusive property of youth.”

advertised
“Wein have
‘Your Mountain
Connection’ for years. I
think it generates the best
response out of anything
we do to market our store.
We are happy to be a
part of our community
newspaper.

”

Susan Fariss, Owner
Evergreen Crafters

Did you miss something in a past issue
of Your Mountain Connection? Want to
revisit an article or featured artist? Not
a problem! You can now download full
versions of our past issues on our web site at:
yourmtnconnection.com. We will have the
current issue and four back issues available.

When and how, Charlie Bleu, does a
grandfather tell his granddaughter
about life and love? Perhaps it can
be helpful here to take the lead
from my own grandfather.

CALL
303-674-3701

I

t was probably during an early high school
visit with Grandpa Antoine. Each of us sitting
in a large, wooden rocker on the screened
porch, we talked as easily as always. On this day
he told me about his courtship with Grandma
Victoria. He described their excursions south on
the Mermentau River aboard the small commercial freighter and passenger vessel, The Olive.
It was thirty miles from Lake Arthur to Grand
Chenier for Grandma to visit her extended family
members, all missed since her move up to Lake
Arthur at sixteen years of age.

It was a subtle lesson, this first one by Grandpa.
He simply noted that on such occasions, he and
Grandma would, at most, hold hands. No further
display of affection was allowed, even if considered or longed for.
Then, during an undergraduate summer visit,
we sat again. This time, our visit was held as we
shared his cypress swing chained over the limb
of an old pecan tree, just a few feet outside the
back screen door of that same porch. But this
time Grandpa was ready to explain further, more
intimately, his relationship with Victoria. He
was ready because he realized that his grandson
was ready. He told a short, simple, but powerful
anecdote. He told me about Grandma’s wedding
dress. He told of her dress, early in their marriage, already becoming slightly moth-eaten. He
told of their decision to bury that wedding dress
in a thick, tin container, just a few feet behind
where we were sitting. He turned and pointed to
the spot, their spot.
He described how he and Grandma had lovingly folded it and placed it carefully into its container. Then how Grandpa had taken a straight
shovel and cut out a plug of thick St. Augustine
grass of a dimension slightly larger than the dress’s
container. He then dug down to make room for
its resting place. Together, they then knelt, with
four hands on the tin, and laid it, almost with
reverence, into its forever place. He then backfilled the space, saving the dirt displaced by the
tin. That soil, Grandma placed into a flower pot
into which she appropriately planted a perennial.
The plug of grass was then replaced, as though
never taken, to re-root and leave no trace of their
treasure within.
Then came, like a bolt, Grandpa’s teaching moment. He had decided to tell me more.
He knew that he needed to say this, and that I
needed to hear it. He paused.
“That night, we came outside and made love
on top of that grass, on top of Grandma’s dress.”
Silence. He could say no more and I dared not
say anything. We just sat there, swinging in loud
silence. He, remembering. I, imagining. You see,
that dress was not only hers. It was theirs.
Until that day, that moment, I had seen my
grandparents as wise and seasoned people, but
also as older bodies who had always been old.
I had always observed an ease and familiarity
of love between them and a willingness to do

with each other and for each other. But I had
not envisioned their early years. After that day,
that moment, I allowed myself — no, wanted
myself — to see them as young and quick of
mind and body, as fiery and alive. In short, to
see them as people of passion. Please allow me
to ramble here.
The Greeks have and use three words for love.
“Philos” describes a deep friendship such as can
exist between true friends. “Agape” describes a
willingness to exact a sacrificial toll on oneself
in behalf of someone we love. “Eros” describes a
capacity for high energy and deep passion, both
emotional and physical, shown with and toward
someone we love. Perhaps Grandpa Antoine was
trying to tell me about eros.
You see, a human being is a sexual being.
Therefore, all human relationships are sexual.
Our sexuality is something we are, that is, how
we feel about ourselves when we are amidst our
fellow sexual beings. All of that, and more, is
blended into us to give us our sexuality. All relationships are sexual. You can not change that fact
of humanity. Sex, blended into sexuality, is something we do. It is generally thought of as being
genital in expression. It is an expression of our
eros but not disconnected from our philos and/
or our agape. Not all relationships need be genital. That, you can decide. That, you can manage.
(This topic in our lives deserves more time and
space.)
I think that Grandpa was telling me that his
eros self remained alive in his memories and that
my eros self had his permission to exist. And that
message is what made that cypress swing into a
classroom podium behind which stood one of
my best-ever teachers.
Charlie Bleu, Grandpa Antoine is now gone
for close to half a century. He is gone but not
out of my life. When you read this as an adult, I
too will be gone. Through pages to you such as
these, may I remain in your life. May you exercise
and nurture your philos, your agape, and your
eros self until a moment or so after your death. In
other words, may you be fully alive until the last,
long, and slow exhalation of your life. Passion is
not the exclusive property of youth.
And remember that the power of a wedding
dress can remain with you, within you, long after
the earth may reclaim it.
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What fun! We just had a visit with
my nephew from Destin, Florida. We
hadn’t seen each other in 10 years
and agreed that we needed a week
together rather than a day and a
half. Yascha is a Pastry Chef with the
Hilton Resort in Destin and does
some amazing work. And yes, the
purse and shoes are cakes!

I

t was fun hanging in the kitchen, sharing
stories and talking about food, family and
friends. No doubt, he’s a worker in sweets
and I’m savory, thus another week would have
been… sweet! He and his wife had planned
the trip a couple of months ago, depending on
COVID-19, to celebrate their 25th anniversary:
a long drive from the white beaches of the Gulf
to the white mountains in Frisco where they’re
basically hanging out in a townhouse with a fire,
cocoa and local brews. When asked if they could
bring anything, I instantly said grouper, one
of my favorite fishes of the Gulf! Grouper is in
the same family as black sea bass. It’s basically a
bottom feeder with a firm solid feel. The flavor
of black grouper is much like both a halibut and
black sea bass. Red grouper has just a touch of
sweet. There is so much you can do with this
fish, and it is always a delight.
My brother lives in St. Augustine, but for
many years was on Treasure Island, right on the
Gulf. Joyce and I used to visit them a couple of
times a year. That was when I became addicted

to grouper. When it was grouper season and the
fish was in abundant supply, grouper was on my
plate nearly 3 meals a day. There was a local café
in John’s Pass Village which served an amazing
variety of eggs Benedict: crab, shrimp, rock lobster, and, of course, grouper. After a walk on the
beach, most often my day began with a grouper
Benedict. Lunch was a blackened grouper sandwich and the day would end with us simply
grilling grouper off, lightly seasoned with salt,
pepper and lemon.
What a treat, fresh grouper in the Rockies! It
was delivered fresh on a Tuesday and we feasted
on Wednesday. Black grouper, and I grilled it
off after a 6-hour rest in a honey, vanilla-porter
marinade with ginger, garlic and other fun palate
teasers. Being a totally different presentation than
what is found along the Gulf, there were smiles
in the eyes and on the faces of our guests. Oh, an
added treat, included with our grouper delivery
was a pound of fresh Gulf crab, which turned
into a delightful crab cake. No batter, just a delicate blend of egg and seasonings, baked off and
easily consumed.
Just writing this makes me want to take a trip
down to the Gulf, walk barefoot along a warm
sandy beach, salt air brushing my cheeks, seeking out my next beachside grouper sandwich!

Castles and Kitchens offers cooking
experiences at their farmhouse kitchen
in Conifer and at the 1000-year-old
farmhouse in Chianti. If you’d like to
join them for either one, go to their
website www.castlesandkitchens.com
or contact Francesca or Tom at
castlesandkitchens@gmail.com.

BLACKENED FISH SANDWICH Serves 4
When making a blackened fish sandwich,
always use a meaty, firm fish such as grouper,
halibut, mahi, cod, and even salmon. And, you
also want to make certain that the bun is not
too firm. A brioche is about perfect.
Ingredients:
24 oz of fish
Aioli:
2 garlic cloves – minced
6 saffron threads
1 C mayo
1 t smoked paprika
Lemon juice – ½ lemon
1 T olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
Rub:
2 t dry parsley
2 t oregano
2 t thyme
2 t garlic powder
2 t onion powder
2 t sweet paprika
4 t olive oil
Pinch of cayenne
Salt and pepper to taste
Additional Ingredients:
3-4 T butter
1 sliced lemon
Olive oil – as needed
Sandwich:
4 brioche buns
1 C shredded red cabbage
2 thin sliced tomatoes
Fresh arugula per each sandwich
The cooking of the fish can be done several
ways. You can do it on the grill over a high
heat, about 4 minutes per side for a 1" fillet.
Or directly on the stovetop in cast iron or best
of all, start on stovetop and finish in the oven.
That’s how we’ll do it here.

Instructions:
-Make the aioli. Combine all of the aioli ingredients in a small bowl, mix and adjust the seasoning as needed. Set aside.
-Make the blackening mix by combining all
ingredients and adjusting the flavors as needed.
-Use a paper towel to dry off the fish and cut
into equal portions, 6 oz. each. Coat each piece
with an even amount of rub and set aside.
-Heat oven to 425.
-Place a cast iron pan on your burner at high,
bring to hot. Melt 3 – 4 T butter and immediately add the fish. Cook 2 – 3 minutes for
color and flip. Cook additional 2 – 3 minutes.
Remove from stove, add lemon slices to pan
and fish and place in oven 2 – 3 minutes per
side. The added lemon is for additional flavor
and will not be served. The fish is done when
opaque and flaky. Remove from oven and let
rest for 5 minutes.
-Build the sandwich. Drizzle olive oil on the
brioche and lightly grill the bread on the
inside. Spread aioli on the inside of the bread.
Place tomato slice on bottom, top with fish,
cabbage, a couple of arugula leaves and aiolicovered brioche.

WE ARE COOKING FOR YOU!
YOU JUST HAVE TO ORDER
AND COME PICK IT UP.
While classes are on hold until we are all vaccinated against COVID-19, we are happy to say that C&K’s
Personal Chef service offers an extraordinary meal each week, along with suggestions to make your
night a cultural experience.
Order and pay online and pick up your dinner on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at our Conifer
kitchen behind Staples.
Pick up Thursday – Saturday: 3:30 – 6:00
Order anytime. Specify your pick-up time at checkout.
Menu changes on Wednesdays at 9 am.
Please go to our web site at www.castlesandkitchens.com and click on PERSONAL CHEF ORDERING,
read about our service and let us make you a special dinner.
Also, please look around at TRAVEL, watch the video and if you’re as hungry as we are for a relaxing
week amongst vines and olive trees, making and eating pastas and wood-fired grilled meat, dream of
a vacation with us in Chianti, Tuscany. We will be going back as soon as we can. Or just peruse our
menus in ALL CLASSES and get some inspiration for cooking at home.
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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Conifer Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News

CONIFER UPDATE
BY MELANIE SWEARENGIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“Shopping for your valentine has never been sweeter!”

Calling all chocolate lovers! The
Conifer Chamber is kicking off
the year with two great events
during the month of February!

TRYING TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS? THEN CONNECT TO OUR COMMUNITY!
“Joining the Confer Chamber has been a catalyst to helping me personally meet more people in
the community. There is a synergy in that we all have the potential to help each other’s businesses,
the camaraderie and sharing of good ideas have contributed to the growth of my business.”
— Bill Aubin, Optive Commercial Capital, Conifer Chamber member since 2019

Build your community...

F

irst is The Chocolate Walk happening
Thursday, February 11 – Saturday, February
13. Shopping for your valentine has never
been sweeter! Stores all over our mountain area
will have chocolates for you to taste as you shop
for your special someone. Visit GoConifer.com/
ChocolateWalk for a listing of all the participating stores and a listing of the Chocolate Walk
HOT DEALS available to you while you are
shopping.
As always, we LOVE to take advantage of
our community sledding hill! Mark your calendars now and get ready for 285 WINTERFEST
Snow Tubing Competition, sponsored by

Conifer Gutter. This event will be held Saturday,
February 27th, from 10 am – 12 pm. We are
excited to bring this back this year with a few
modifications. Teams of 4 can register to participate in the race. Sign up for your time slot; there
will be 4 teams per slot to ensure social distancing. Of course we will be looking for the fastest
individual racer, the best aerial dismount and the
fastest overall team. Teams will be competing for
a chance to win $100!
As you know the Chamber has been running
a Take Out, Dine In — EAT LOCAL campaign.
Through this campaign we are continuing to
support the local restaurants that have been hit
so hard. Make sure to Take Out, Dine In and just
EAT OUT each week.
The Conifer Chamber is continuing to work
with businesses through the 5 Star Certification
program, the Payroll Protection Program, and
additional grants available to small businesses.
If you have any membership questions, or
would like to find out more about becoming
a member, contact me at the Chamber office,
Melanie Swearengin, Executive Director, director@goConifer.com, 303-838-5711. Thank you
for your continued support and thank you for
shopping local!
Melanie Swearengin
Executive Director
Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce
If you have any membership questions contact
me at the office, Melanie Swearengin,
Executive Director, director@goConifer.com,
303-838-5711. Thank you for your continued
support and thank you for shopping local!

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to
making our community the best it can be. We are here to
support our local businesses and create opportunities for
them to grow and get connected to our community.

www.goconifer.com

Buy

Local!
WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
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To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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THE GATES FAMILY
FOUNDATION

Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News
So Many Options
For Dining…

REPRINT COURTESY MARGO HAMILTON
(JANUARY / FEBRUARY 2005 | EVERGREEN LIVING)

BY NANCY JUDGE
Our restaurants are OPEN! It’s okay to admit it…
Takeout is not as good as dine-in. We continue to
order takeout knowing we are “doing our part” to help
our local restaurants survive. But there has been a
major aspect of the dining experience that has been
missing. Community.

A

s Rick Egloff of Tuscany Tavern recently
told Denver Channel 7, “Restaurant
owners try very hard to be the ‘heart and
soul’ of their communities and to take care of
people socially, financially and in other ways.”
Restaurants are the first to donate when our
non-profits make a plea for help. They are top of
mind when you want or need to meet someone
for a social or business connection. Many people
who live alone are missing the close-knit, family-like atmosphere provided by their favorite
bars and restaurants.
And it is not just the patrons that restaurants
take care of, but also their employees. Historically,
the hospitality industry is the #1 provider of jobs
to all minorities including, but not limited to,
immigrants, members of the LGBTQ community, people of color, and working mothers. In
fact, 61% of restaurant workers are women and
30% of those women are single mothers. Since
the beginning of the pandemic, many hospitality workers are making up to 75% less than they
were pre-COVID.
With the new 5-Star Program allowing local
restaurants to open to indoor dining with limited capacity, it feels like our restaurants are
receiving another shot at survival. And our
Evergreen restaurants are eager to bring the heart
and soul back to our community in any capacity
they can.

Carina from Maya’s told us: “I grew up in
Evergreen and I have worked at a few of the local
eateries. We just want the community to recognize that their neighbors working in this industry
need their help now.”
The new guidelines provided by the program
ensure dining in at a restaurant is safer than
your private home gatherings. According to
one study done in New York, restaurants and
bars accounted for 1.43% of COVID-19 cases
recorded between September and November,
while a shocking 73.84% of cases spread through
private gatherings.
With daily screening of workers and patrons
when they enter the establishment, constant
sanitation of all surfaces, and tables socially distanced, it is easy to see how this can be true.
When we invite people into our homes for a
small gathering or meal (which many of us
have felt more comfortable doing in the last few
months), we almost never check temperatures or
sanitize as much as the hospitality industry does.
In conclusion, we all now have multiple
options for dining out: we can go to the restaurant and dine in, we can take out and bring
home, or we can visit the restaurants that have
patios, tents, or individual pods. Having options
is a good thing!

Gates Family Foundation Executive Director Tom Kaesemeyer, State Representative John Witwer
and Mountain Resource Center Executive Director Bob Over.

C

Follow us on Facebook. Visit our website EvergreenChamber.org. Call us anytime 303-674-3412.

Happy Valentine’s Day!
FROM

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
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To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

harles Gates Sr. was a man of heart and
vision. His wife, Hazel, believed in his
dreams and assisted her husband in the
early days of the Gates Rubber Company by
keeping track of orders and accounts for the
sales of their then single product, the Durable
Tread. When first daughter Ruth arrived, Hazel
took the babe to work and nestled her in a deep
pile of soft leather to keep her safe and warm
while husband and wife worked side by side to
build their dream.
The family grew, as did the business, and
the couple created a creed that cultivated their
family and their company: “Savor the past and
look to the future.”
Love and loyalty was not only the foundation
of the Gates’ home life, it also influenced the
Gates’ workforce. The company manufactured
thousands of products, and the heart of the mission remained intact. Charles Sr. (and later his
sons, Charles Gates Jr. and Harry Gates) saw
to it that his staff received exceptional benefits,
including profit sharing, education, recreation
and health services and a state-of-the-art medical facility with on-site pharmacy and professional staff.
Charles Gates’ dreams were a definite driving
force. He was richly blessed, and in his heart, he
knew the importance of giving back. In 1946,
another dream unfolded: Charles, his brother
John and Hazel created the Gates Foundation
(later renamed the Gates Family Foundation).
They envisioned improving the quality of life for
Coloradans with the same high standards set for
the family and company.
For 56 years under the course Charles Senior
set, the Gates Family Foundation has invested
in nonprofit organizations, provid
ing assistance in the areas of education, the arts, historic
preserva
tion, health, human services, conservation and recreation. Second and third generation family continue to serve on the foundation board. Charles Senior’s son, Charles Gates,
now serves as an emeritus trustee, joined by
his daughter, Diane Gates Wallach, his nephew,
Chuck Cannon (currently the board president)
and his niece, Valerie Gates.
The board of trustees is comprised of four
family members and four other members who
have a strong knowledge of Colorado. Chuck
Cannon explains, “We are fortunate to have
skilled and expe
rienced board members who
have excelled in various fields and who, in their
own right, have contributed to their communities and the scare of Colorado.”
Tom Kaesemeyer has been the executive director of The Gates Family Foundation since 1997.
He spent 19 years as headmaster of two independent schools in Colorado and Pennsylvania.
He clearly enjoys the transition from education
to the foundation world. “Ir is a real privilege to
travel throughout the state and meet local leaders who have been able to put major projects
together. In my mind, they are the real heroes
in Colorado.”
The Foundation primarily provides funding
for capital projects. Once an organization has

raised about 30 percent of the project cost, the
Foundation considers a grant. If it is approved, a
challenge grant is announced and paid once the
project total is raised. Chuck Cannon explains,
“We try to encourage self-sufficiency by helping
agencies raise more money on their own.”
An example of the Foundation’s work within
our own community is the Mountain Resource
Center. State Representative and Evergreen resident John Witwer directed Tom Kaesemeyer’s
attention to the Center. Founded in 1990, the
Center is a one-stop resource for a variety of
much needed social services ranging from health
services and adult education to legal and emergency assistance.
Bob Over, the Mountain Resource Center’s
executive director, notes that Gates was the first
foundation to help with the organization’s $1.2
million campaign in 1998. Several years later,
the Foundation recognized the Center as an
“exemplary nonprofit” for its ability to increase
private support as state aid disappeared. Along
with the recognition came a three-year operating
grant.
This fall the Gates Family Foundation has
made a second challenge grant of $50,000 to
help the Center raise additional dollars needed
to complete the new facility. Over states chat
“without the help of Gates, we would not have
had the credibility to raise the $1.2 million…The
Gates Family Foundation is more than a catalyst
for us; they inspired us because they believed in
our mission. Tom looked us up and down and
sideways to ensure that we were a credible organization; once we received his seal of approval,
he remained an advocate with a passion.”
Charles and Hazel Gates must be smiling, no
doubt hand in hand, to see the heart of their
ideals, beliefs and dreams thriving across generations. Their benevolent pioneer spirit has
forever changed and strengthened the lives of
millions.
The Gates Family Foundation is active today,
investing in projects and organizations
that make a meaningful, positive impact in
Colorado and enhance the quality of life for
those living in, working in, and visiting the
state. The Foundation promotes excellence,
innovation, and self-sufficiency in public
education, healthy lifestyles, community
enrichment, connection to nature, and
stewardship of the state’s natural inheritance.
The Foundation’s actions will remain
consistent with the founders’ intentions and
the principles of citizenship, entrepreneurship,
and free enterprise. For more information visit
gatesfamilyfoundation.org

Reprinted with the permission
of Margo Hamilton.
You can read past Colorado Connections
and Connections to the Past articles from
Your Mountain Connection by going to
yourmtnconnection.com to download.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
February 1 – 14
Valentines Day Event at Silver Arrow: “LOVE
THE REAL THING.” Gift your Valentine with
the REAL DEAL. They will love the effort you put
in to get them natural stones handset in sterling
silver. There will be all price ranges with a huge
selection of one-of-a-kind pieces. 28159 Hwy 74
Evergreen • silverarrowshop.com

February 10
Women 2 Women Leads Group. Join us for
a monthly meeting on the 2nd Wednesday of
each month to connect, learn, and create lasting
relationships within our business community.
Contact Kris Vallin at 303-653-1510 for more
information. DUE TO COVID: We are currently
meeting via Zoom to keep our members safe.

February 4
The 4th Annual KC Butler “Home” Team RE/
MAX 100, Inc. Charity Poker Tournament will
be held at 6 pm VIRTUALLY! We’ll be hosting
online to keep everyone safe from COVID-19,
but still plan to have a fun game of Texas Hold
Em Poker, with all proceeds benefiting MakeA-Wish Colorado. We’ll also be hosting a Silent
Auction online with some amazing items to bid
on, also benefiting Make-A-Wish Colorado. We
welcome you to join us and invite your friends
and co-workers too!! Space is unlimited, and
we’d like to raise more money than ever this year!
A trophy, bragging rights and social media shout
outs to the Tournament winner. Registration is
only $35. Go to http://events.constantcontact.
com/register/event?llr=x65bhctab&oeidk=a07ehewag1jde3cc7e2

February 1 – 20
Center for the Arts Evergreen (CAE) is open!
Go to evergreenarts.org to learn about our
adjusted hours, NEW classes, and pandemic procedures. Center for the Arts is located at 31880
Rocky Village Dr., Evergreen, CO 80439.

February 10
2021 Talent Show to benefit Resilience1220.
Resilience1220 is hosting a “Talent Spectacular”!
Submissions may be uploaded through the link
on the website. Submissions to the contest are
due by February 1st, 2021. Contestants must
be age 12 to 20 and live in the Resilience1220
service area (mountain communities of Jefferson,
Clear Creek, Gilpin, and Park Counties). The
Talent Spectacular Contest will be hosted on
Zoom on February 10th, and showcase the winners of the talent contest. It will feature Adam
Cayton-Holland, Comic, Writer and Actor. See
Resilience1220.org for additional rules and
details.

February 26

Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice
Birthday Gala In A Box. Our Gala for 2021
is Going Virtual! 5:30 pm – 7:00 pm. Join us
for a toast, silent and live auction, the music of
Tunisia, and hear about the extraordinary care
you’ve made possible in the mountain community for four decades. Attendees will receive a
Party Box with: commemorative bottle of wine,
wine glasses, special dessert, party favors and
more...Details for the party box pick-up and a
link to the LIVE event will be emailed to attendees. Tickets: $40 per person. Go to https://mtevans.org/support-mount-evans/birthdaygala/ to
purchase your tickets.
February 27
Hear Me exibit at CAE recognizes the power of
our young people, acknowledges their desires for
change, and helps them find their voice through
art. The show has 51 pieces of original art by
students from 15 Colorado high schools. Due to
Level Orange restrictions, we are allowed to have
up to 25 people in the gallery at once. Masks and
social distancing will be required. Admittance to
the show will not require a ticket. The show is

Join us on February 7th for our Virtual Book Club. Looking for a fun-filled activity without leaving the comfort of your warm home? Interested in learning about
local history? Join the Conifer Historical Society’s free virtual book club as we
read The Secrets of Elk Creek, by Bonnie Scudder. This is a fascinating book
about Ute Indians, stagecoaches, bandits, buried treasure, ranchers, and homesteaders in the early 1900s. Discover how they each left a mark on our community!
RSVP to let us know you’re coming and to receive the online meeting link. www.
coniferhistoricalsociety.org

THE SECRETS OF
ELK CREEK

Y

Bonnie E. Scudder, a fifth-generation Coloradoan, and her
husband, Dick, built their home on Elk Creek Road 25 years ago.
Staunton State Park is now next door. Her interest in local history
stems from her own ancestors’ involvement in the settlement
of Colorado. Bonnie and Dick belong to CHSM and volunteer at
Staunton State Park. They also serve on the Jefferson County
Historical Commission.

generously sponsored by Lynn Westfall RE/MAX
Alliance and Farmers Insurance: Bruce Anderson
Agency.

Shaffer’s Crossing,
Staunton State Park, and
Beyond… A local history

es, here’s one more very good reason to
visit the Conifer Historical Society at the
Little White Schoolhouse in Conifer:
local history shared by local authors. In Bonnie
Scudder’s book The Secrets of Elk Creek, you can
read about the local history of Elk Creek, beginning at Shaffer’s Crossing and heading north up
Elk Creek Road. The book features the history of
the Staunton family and the ranches and properties that comprise this popular state park. If
you think nothing much happened in this quiet
corner of our community, you’ll be surprised as
you read tales of a nudist colony, sanatorium,
buried treasure and cars, spirits, and activities of
clandestine societies.
Pick up your copy at the Conifer Historical
Society, 26951 Barkley Rd., Conifer, at the new
Visitors’ Center at Staunton State Park, and at
Zoka’s Restaurant in Pine, or email Bonnie at
bscudder1@comcast.net.

285 Winterfest! We are still holding the Luge
Competition this year. A great family event!
Get your team of four ready to race down the
hill. Advanced registration will be required,
and a set time slot / wave will be determined
for each team. Go to www.goconifer.com for
info. Join us for the race, then plan on dining
out locally. Note: The Luge Competition is A
WEATHER-DEPENDENT EVENT. Please check
our Facebook page for updates: www.facebook.
com/285winterfest
Jefferson County Public Libraries
We are here for you! Our locations are open for
reduced capacity walk-in services and curbside
services, and our Online Library is always available. If the winter blues start heading your way,
visit jeffcolibrary.org. We’ve got just the thing to
help you feel warm again.
Skating at Evergreen Lake
Ice skating and hockey will look a little different
this winter, but EPRD is working with Jefferson
County Public Health to make sure we can provide a safe experience for all visitors, residents,
and employees. We are still working on details,
but below is some tentative information subject
to change:
• Tickets will be sold in advance by time slots online only. No walk-up ticket sales.
• We will have smaller individual rinks this year
limited to 10 people per rink. You must maintain 6 feet of distance between households.
• For contact sports such as hockey and broomball, only one household per rink allowed.
• For tickets, you will need to have an account
with EPRD’s registration software, ActiveNet.
Therefore, we suggest setting up an account
now if you do not have one.
• EPRD will use every other rink with staggered
times to abide by health orders to maintain 50
feet between groups.
• No shuttling this year due to COVID-19.
• Skate rentals and limited concession food/
drinks will be available outside this year. No
inside access to Evergreen Lake House will be
allowed.
• No refunds, credits, or transfers unless EPRD
closes due to weather or ice conditions.
• Call the Skating Hotline, 720-880-1391,
before heading to Evergreen Lake or Buchanan
Ponds, as fluctuating weather can affect hours
of operation.
2021 Evergreen Pond Hockey ChampionshipCancelled for 2021
Skating at Buchanan Ponds
Buchanan Ponds skating is closed for the season
due to unstable ice.
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A Valentine Love Note from the Wild Blue Yonder
BY LARRY FRENCH

Jefferson County Community Resources
It’s important that we come together as a Jeffco
community to support one another as the
response to COVID-19 continues. Jefferson
County Human Services compiled a guide
to community resources for those in need of
assistance: https://www.jeffco.us/4019/JeffcoCommunity-Resources.
Other general community resources
Please continue to visit the Jefferson County
Public Health website for the latest updates
on COVID-19: https://www.jeffco.us/3999/
Coronavirus-Disease-2019-COVID-19.

Life Bridge Food
Pantry Food Drive
Saturday Feb. 20, 1 – 5 pm
King Soopers, Conifer
Please help us fill our shelves
and feed our community! All
donations will remain right
in the 285 corridor and help
those in our community who
need our support the most!
Non-perishable food items,
grocery gift cards and cash are
all greatly appreciated!
Ovation West Performing Arts

Viola Skees went to school that day unaware of the
“
special circumstance that she would soon be involved in.
”

Joe French flying his open-cockpit AT-6 at night over Texas. 1942

W

hen my dad started courting Mom
back in 1942, she was still attending
high school at Bethlehem Academy,
an all-girl Catholic school run by the Sisters of
Loretta in central Kentucky. At the time he was
a pilot officer in the Army Air Corp stationed in
Harlingen, Texas. Dad was granted leave in early
February of sufficient duration to make possible
a trip back to Kentucky to visit family and his
“girl” Viola. He flew an open cockpit AT-6 from
Texas, intending to land at the Army Air Field at
Ft. Knox. En route he determined that his flight
path would take him near a certain all-girls high
school. Upon arriving in the Ft. Knox area, Dad
altered his course.
Viola Skees went to school that day unaware
of the special circumstance that she would soon
be involved in. Her day passed in typical fashion
until the noise of an approaching piston engine
aircraft disrupted the routine of the school. The
engine noise grew louder and louder until it
seemed that the airplane was right on top of the
school.
Joe French banked his AT-6, bringing the
familiar shape of Bethlehem Academy into view.
He leveled out his wings and pushed the stick
forward, putting his plane into a slow, steady
descent. He passed over the school no more
than 50 feet above the roof top, then banked
first to the right, then to the left to initiate a
slow wide circle to bring his airplane about for
a second pass.

could be seen descending from the plane
“A small parachute
as it passed directly overhead.
”

The startled teachers and students of the academy, aroused from their routine, rose from their
seats and filed outside to determine what was
going on. As they arrived outside they all looked
up as Joe French in his open cockpit AT-6 flew
over once again, dipped his wings first to the
left, and then to the right, with one hand raised
in a friendly wave. The girls and teachers alike
watched in amazement and wonder as the plane
made a wide circle and lined up to pass over
them again. This time however, a small parachute could be seen descending from the plane
as it passed directly overhead.
Joe French became excited as he passed over
the school for the second time, for below him

he could see the students and teachers all standing outside, looking up at him. As he banked his
plane in a wide, slow circle for his third overflight, he reached into one of his flight jacket
pockets to retrieve a small piece of paper and
pencil, for he knew his beloved Viola was down
there below, mixed in with her schoolmates. He
quickly wrote a note, letting her know that it was
her “Joe” and that he had come to visit her. He
looked around the cockpit trying to figure out
how best to deliver his message. He pulled his
handkerchief from his pocket, tied the note with
some string to each corner, then straightened out
his flight path, and headed back to the school.
As he passed over he threw the handkerchief out

the open cockpit and watched as it filled with
air and started to float gently down toward the
enthralled girls and teachers below.
The girls surged forward as they watched the
“parachute” descend. The teachers cautioned
them to hold their ground. The “parachute”
descended into a field adjacent to the school. A
teacher went to retrieve it. Upon returning to the
eagerly waiting students she announced that it
was a note for Viola Skees! Our mother stepped
forward and read her note as Dad flew over one
more time, waving once again from that open
cockpit, smiling a grin that could be seen by all
below. He could see Viola reading his note. Viola
could see him smiling down on her from above.
She waved back as Dad’s aircraft turned toward
Ft. Knox and quickly flew out of sight beyond
the tree tops. Viola turned to head back into the
school, with many of her classmates gathered
around her, wanting to know what the note said.
She smiled and simply stated that it was from
“Joe,” her Army Air Corp pilot who had come to
visit for Valentine’s Day!

POSTSCRIPT:

Joe and Viola French were married at Ft. Knox in
1944. They, along with four of their five children,
were later stationed in Colorado Springs from
1958 to 1961 (Their fifth child was born later in
1961 at Wiesbaden AFB in Germany.) Dad retired
from the Air Force in 1964 as a Lt. Colonel.
Mom passed away in 2000. Dad then moved
back to Colorado in 2001, living with my family
here in Evergreen for a couple of years, attending
many an Evergreen High School basketball and
soccer game to watch his granddaughter Meghan
French play. He then moved down to a senior
community in Golden right on Clear Creek. He
passed away there in 2006.
Larry French has lived in Colorado for 47 years,
35 of those years in Evergreen.

We will update our programming and the status of
Center Stage as we receive new information about
the public health crisis. We appreciate donations
to support our beautiful theatre and the Ovation
West Staff during this difficult time. Please go to
ovationwest.org to support us! Thank you!
StageDoor Theater

We hope you and your family are doing well,
staying healthy and managing through this challenging time. Our hope is to return to serving our
mountain community when it is safe to do so. We
continue to explore how we can bring performing arts opportunities to our students, artists and
patrons. Thank you for your continued support!
stagedoortheatre.org.

If your group is no longer meeting,
please let Your Mountain Connection
know via Marty Hallberg (news@yourmtnconnection.com).

Submit your calendar events
in MS Word format only to
Your Mountain Connection
via Marty Hallberg (news@
yourmtnconnection.com).
Calendar Events are published
as space allows. Information
must be received by the 10th
of each month prior to the
actual date of the event.
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$55/mo 3/mo minimum

ACCOUNTANT

COMMUNITY CONNECTION

ARCHITECT

ATTORNEY

BATH REMODEL

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

HEALTHCARE ADVISORS

ADVERTISE WITH US

INSURANCE

LANDSCAPE

LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

PEST CONTROL

PLUMBING AND HEATING

ROOFING AND EXTERIORS

VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES

WATER CONDITIONING

WATER DELIVERY
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